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Good evening, Chair Benjamin and members of the 2019 Charter Revision Commission. 
My name is Tom Speaker, and I am a Policy Analyst at Reinvent Albany. Reinvent 
Albany is a watchdog organization that advocates for open and accountable government 
inNewYork. 

Reinvent Albany urges the Commission to propose a robust Ranked Choice Voting 
process in New York City. One state and eleven cities, including San Francisco and 
Minneapolis, already have Ranked Choice Voting, and it is proven and effective. New 
York City voters should have the same opportunity to have their preferences known. 

We believe a robust Ranked Choice Voting process will: 

• Apply RCV to all offices. 
• Apply RCV to all elections. 
• Limit the number of rankings ort the ballot to three. 
• Implement an instant runoff rather than a hybrid version of RCV. 

RCV means a more representative democracy 
Reinvent Albany supports RCV for many reasons: RCV will save voters millions of 
dollars by sparing them the cost of a runoff election. It may reduce polarization by 
encouraging candidates to run more positive campaigns. We believe that RCV's greatest 
benefit is that it creates a democracy in which more voters have a say in who becomes 
their elected representative. 

Ideally, in a democracy, an elected official represents the will of the maximum possible 
number of individuals in his or her constituency. But under our current voting model, a 
small plurality is empowered to select a candidate. We've seen this in numerous cases in 
New York City: In the 2013 primaries, out of 51 Democratic races with 20 open seats, 
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eight candidates won their primaries with less than 40% of their vote. 1 In the 2017 
Democratic primaries, four out of 10 open seats were won by candidates with less than 
40% of the vote. 2 In those races, the winning candidate was not the first choice of more 
than 60% of voters. If those 60% of voters were allowed to state their second or third 
choice, the winning candidate would better reflect the wishes of more of the electorate 
and voters will feel more included in an election's final outcome. Implementing RCV is 
particularly important given that 35 City Council seats will be open in 2021. As an 
increasing number of citizens are running for office, it is likely that many Council races 
will be multi-candidate.3 

Apply RCV to all offices 
Reinvent Albany believes Ranked Choice Voting should be applied to every city office: 
City Council races, Borough President races, Public Advocate, Comptroller, and Mayor. 
Some have proposed only applying RCV to citywide races, as this would help the city 
avoid the downsides of runoff elections, which cost the city millions and tend to have 
much lower turnout than in general elections. RCV is certainly relevant to citywides, but 
ifs arguably even more relevant to local primaries: In the 2013 elections cited earlier, 11 
of the Democratic races had 5 or more candidates. This suggests that Ranked Choice 
Voting is just as applicable, if not more so, to Council and Borough President races. 

Apply RCV to all elections 
Reinvent Albany also supports implementing Ranked Choice Voting across all elections. 
Though general elections tend to feature smaller pools of candidates, the benefits of 
RCV for primary elections also apply to general elections. For example, party nominees 
in a general election will be encouraged to reach out beyond their party to appeal more 
broadly to voters. Limiting RCV to special and primary elections also appears to 
reinforce a two-party system - voters are often reluctant to support a third party for fear 
of spoiling the election, thus are more likely under the current system to vote for a 
candidate from the two major parties. 

Some have raised concerns about fusion voting and the general election. We believe the 
City clearly has the authority to create a ballot which conforms with its legal right to 

1 http:/lwww .nyccfb.info/PDF/per/2013_PER/2013_PER.pdf 
2 

https:/lcityandstateny.com/articles/politics/campaigns-and-elections/new-york-city-2017-primary-election-r 
e suits.html 
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2018/10/17 /in-the-2018-midterms-many-more-p 
e 
ople-are-running-and-far-more-seats-are-contested-than-weve-seen-for-a-generatlon/?utm_term=.8167aa 
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establish the mode of selection of its officers under the Municipal Home Rule Law. The 
City has designed ballots for nonpartisan special elections, and it can design ballots that 
accommodate Ranked Choice Voting and fusion voting. We have seen no evidence 
presented that forbids the City from designing ballots and do not believe this is a valid 
excuse for opposing the adoption of RCV. 

Finally, limiting RCV to specials and primaries would be counterproductive. Asking 
voters to use different voting systems for different offices and elections fosters 
confusion. 

Limit the number of rankings 
Ranked Choice Voting will be a significant change for New York City, and to ensure the 
new ballot process does not overwhelm voters, the Charter Commission should allow 
voters to rank a maximum of three candidates. 

One consistent theme in RCV ballot design research is that new RCV voters favor 
simplicity. A 2017 study by the Center of Civic Design for FairVote and the Ranked 
Choice Voting Center gave voters the option of using a Rank 3 system, a Rank 6 system, 
a grid system, or hand-written ballots. Among the optical-scan ballots, voters 
overwhelmingly preferred to rank three. 4 More recent research from the Center suggests 
voters are open to ranking 5 to 8 candidates. 5 Reinvent Albany believes in the early 
going, it is better to be on the safe side, and limit the number of choices to three. In 
future elections, the number could be raised, but keeping the system simple in its initial 
stages will help ensure its future success. 

We strongly oppose the use of a "grid" ranking system, which voters in studies have 
consistently found frustrating. In another 2017 Center for Civic Design study, 63% 
found a grid system the hardest to use. 6 

Redistribute votes one-by-one 
In our view, it would be better to implement an RCV system that eliminates one 
candidate each round and assigns their votes to the next-ranked candidate on each 
ballot. We believe this is better than a hybrid system that eliminates all but the top two 
after the first round of votes are tabulated, then has those two candidates receive the 
remaining ranked votes. This tally may be easier for the public to understand, but such a 
system may undercut the benefits of traditional RCV, which still allows for candidates to 

4 https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B3K2g6IIQMWsYkEzSkgtWHBQVDg/view 
5 https://civicdesign.org/wp-content/uploads/2017 /07 /lntroducing-RCV-Ballots-18-0803-FNAL.pdf 
6 https://civicdesign.org/wp-content/uploads/2017 /07 /RCV-Denver-Research-Report_ 18-0104-FINAL.pdf 
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rise from third to first place after several rounds. Candidates could also campaign 
differently if they simply wanted to finish first or second, rather than be ranked the 
highest on all ballots. 

We urge the Commission to be bold in its proposals and create a Ranked Choice Voting 
system that applies to all elections and offices. The 2010 and 2018 charter revision 
commissions reviewed the idea and did not act. One of the aims of the Charter Revision 
Commission is to build a city that allows for more New Yorkers to have a say in the 
decisions that impact their lives the most, and Ranked Choice Voting is one of the best 
ways of achieving this goal. 

We thank you for your time, and welcome any questions you may have. 
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By Paul Epstein, Northern Manhattan Community Land Trust 

Paul's Contact Info: E-mail: pauJ@RTMteam.net Phone: 212-349-1719 
Address: 60 Cooper Street #4G, New York, NY 10034 

Bio/Qualifications: Paul Epstein's 40+ years' experience include working for 2 NYC mayor's offices and the 
U.S. Dept. of Housing & Urban Development, and being a consultant to governments at all levels, nonprofits, 
community collaborations, and the United Nations in projects across the U.S. and abroad. I have an 
engineering degree from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and have taught graduate public 
management courses at NYU, the University of Hartford, and Baruch College. I am the author or lead author 
of three books: Using Performance Measurement in Local Government (1984 & 1988), Auditor Roles in 
Government Performance Measurement (2004), and Results That Matter: Improving Communities by Engaging 
Citizens, Measuring Results, and Getting Things Done (2006). 

Stren&t}len Staffl_tecommendations on ULURP to Include Fonnal Consideration of Community 
Alternatives. I am pleased that the Preliminary Staff Report attempts to address flaws in community 
engagement in land use that I and others raised in earlier testimony. However, the recommendation for 
"ULURP Pre-Certification ... " is too weak It may suffice for private developments in which the City 
administration takes no interest But for projects led or supported by the City, it is wholly inadequate. It 
would do nothing to fix the way the City rigs the system against community alternatives. For example, in a 
rezoning, a community board or borough president may want to add limits in one part of a neighborhood to 
balance increased development proposed nearby. In our separate September testimonies, both Borough 
President Brewer and I used examples of store size restrictions to help preserve locally-owned small 
businesses, consistent with the City Council's excellent "Planning for Retail Diversity" report Another 
example could be tailored zoning limits to match as-built conditions of a few buildings to maintain 
neighborhood character while many other sites are redeveloped. If the City does not want such community-
proposed limits, no amount of added pre-certification time will help. Once the proposed action is certified 
without those alternatives they cannot be considered by CPC or City Council in their land use decisions as 
they will be ruled "out of scope." 

To give communities and borough presidents a little more leverage in land use, I propose that their 
alternatives, whether full-fledged plans or limited changes to the proposed action, also go to DCP for limited 
review and, as long as DCP finds them legal, go forward in ULURP along with the certified proposal as 
"Qualified Alternative Options." Then, no parts of those alternatives would be considered "out of scope." The 
CPC or City Council may choose any elements of those alternatives to modify the proposed action. In earlier 
testimony, I asked that alternatives that get at least 200 signatures from residents be included. But if the 
Commission feels that would not work, I will accept that only alternatives proposed by a community board 
or borough president be included. To enable a community board to hold meetings and vote on alternatives, 
somewhat more than 30 days would probably be needed before certification-perhaps 45 days would do. 
This may not add more time to the overall planning process, as in most cases DCP is already reviewing 
projects before certification. Finally, for projects with a "positive declaration," all "Qualified Alternative 
Options" must be considered in the EIS, at least in the "Alternatives" section of the Final EIS if not earlier. So, 
I urge you to please give communities and borough presidents more leverage in land use by adding formal 
consideration of their alternatives to ULURP. 

Please also see my additional commentary, on the next page, that is not included in my spoken 
testimony. 
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Additional Commentary on this Proposal (Not Included in My Spoken Testimony): 

When considering how my proposed pre-certification activities would work with the rest of ULURP, it would, 
essentially, give community boards and borough presidents two bites at the ULURP apple for each proposed 
action. That's a good thing. If a community board (CB) or borough president (BP) has developed 
alternatives in the pre-certification period that have become "Qualified Alternative Options," then by the 
time of CB and BP public hearings, community members will have before them a broader range of 
possibilities and their testimonies can address the options as well as the proposed action. 

There's nothing to stop a community board or borough president from adding more alternative options in 
their formal ULURP recommendations with regard to the proposed action. But they would know, in the post-
certification phase, that any options that are less restrictive than both current conditions and the proposed 
action will be "out of scope." For alternative options recommended in the post-certification phase, only 
options that are no more restrictive than either current conditions or the proposed action can be considered 
by the CPC and City Council. Also, it is entirely possible that, after hearing from the public in their hearings, a 
community board or borough president will change their mind and recommend against some of their own 
Qualified Alternative Options. 

All in all, adding a pre-certification period th~! p_rovides comm_!lnity boards and borough presidents 
opportunities to propose changes that can become "Qualified Alternative Options" will improve ULURP in 
two ways: 

• It will make it harder for City agencies to rig the system against the possibility of reasonable changes 
being adopted that may add limits desired by the community but that are not in proposed actions. 

• It increases public awareness of options a community board and borough president are considering 
by the time of the public hearings, enabling community members to participate in a more informed 
and meaningful way. 

This proposed charter revision does not change the "advisory role" of community boards and borough 
presidents in ULURP. CPC and the City Council can reject or ignore any or all "Qualified Alternative Options" 
and any other recommendations when making their land use decisions. But this proposed revision 
strengthens the role of community boards and borough presidents by keeping a broader range of options 
allowable as ULURP proceeds into its later stages after they submit their formal recommendations. 
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Testimony of Edward Rosenfeld is Support of Three Revisions to 

the NYC Charter 

• Implement Ranked Choice Voting 

• Repeal Term Limits 

• Appoint a Deputy Mayor for Small Business and M/WBE 

Businesses 

May 9, 2019 

Contact: Edward Rosenfeld I 210 W. 101st St. Apt. BE, NY, NY 

10025 I 212.579. 2613 I ed@rosenfeldmedia . com 

My name is Edward Rosenfeld. I am a partner in Rosenfeld 

Media, a small, 8 person company that works on an international 

scale publishing high quality books, producing corporate 

conferences and doing corporate training for people in the user 

experience design world. I have had a long business career, 

including 15 years as 2nd generation CEO of a furniture rental 

business that we sold to Warren Buffet's Berkshire Hathaway 

Corporation, 15 years as a growth and succession consultant to 

family owned businesses and six years with a NYC non-profit 

consulting firm focused on small NYC manufacturing businesses. 

I am also a serial entrepreneur, having owned and operated both 

web based and bricks and mortar businesses. 
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I was born in the Bronx and have lived in NYC for a 

significant majority of my life. I care about the making living 

in NYC a better place for all our residents through a greater 

level of democratic participation and an improvement in support 

for NYC small businesses. I am testifying in support of 3 

proposals today. 

1. In support of Ranked Choice Voting 

It is only this year that voter enfranchisement in New 

York State has become a priority after the dismal record of 

years of arcane candidacy rules, multiple primary dates and 

other impediments to democratic participation in the 

electoral process by the citizens of New York City and 

State. We need more democracy and participation in our 

political process. Voter apathy allows special and monied 

interests to corrupt government and public policy. New 

York City can enhance the reform effort by instituting 

ranked choice voting, following the example of Maine and 

other jurisdictions. Ranked Choice Voting(RCV) will help 

increase voter participation which is essential to a 

healthy democracy where the people decide what is in the 

public interest, not monied interests working in the 

shadows. RCV will also will encourage more candidates to 
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run thereby assuring a diversity of ideas and choice. A 

number of benefits of Ranked Choice Voting are as follows: 

Ranked Choice Voting is needed for all elected 

officials, not just citywide elected offices. City 

Council and Borough President elections are in dire 

need of reform. Since 2009, two-thirds of multi-

candidate primaries for City Council seats were won 

without majority support. This is important because, 

in our city, the winner of the primary is very likely 

the winner of the general election. 

Encouraging less-known candidates to run will add to 

the diversity of voices and ideas in the Democratic 

process. Incumbents or poll leaders tend to play it 

safe by advocating ideas that start out as minority or 

unpublicized positions so as not raise controversial 

issues that could alienate their perceived 

constituencies or funders. Many ideas that are now 

in or entering the mainstream started out as 

controversial or fringe concepts and having candidates 

that openly advocate for them will increase public 

awareness and debate. These types of ideas have 

included gay marriage, mass incarceration reform, 

closing Riker's Island, raising the minimum wage to 



$15 and more, t he Green New Deal and Medicare for all. 

More candidates mean more ideas and the democratic 

airing and debate of them . 

Ranked choi ce will motivate more non-voters to vote as 

the publ ic airing of new ideas and excitement around 

the electoral process become the norm. Also voters 

will understand that their vote and every vote counts. 

Ranked choice gives the voter the ability to vote 

their conscience without wasting their vote and giving 

a less popular candidate the plurality over a 

consensus candidate. 

Clearly Ranked Choice Voting will improve the democratic 

process and voter participation in New York City, a worthy 

goal for a city that strives to be the progressive leader on 

America. 

2. In Support of Striking Term Limits from the New York City 

Charter. 

There is a common misconception that term limits are 

the solution to a corrupt and anti-democratic election 

process. If voters cannot get their voices heard or have 

their votes count towards the chance of electing a 

candidate who is in favor of representing the public 
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interest rather than special interests than why not throw 

the bums out by term limits rather than by voting them 

out? The reforms recently enacted at the state level, 

NYC public campaign financing and, hopefully, ranked 

choice voting of all elected officials will go a long way 

to advancing democracy and the ability for voters to have 

a meaningful ability to hold their representatives 

accountable and have the time and transparency to know 

who their representatives are and to hold them 

accountable. 

Term limits in the NYC Charter are the fruit of a past 

monied campaign by wealthy activists Ronald Lauder and 

Richard Parsons. Term limits purport to increase 

democracy by limiting the Mayor, City Council Members, 

Borough Presidents and the Public Advocate to two terms, 

thereby making way for new candidates. The real effect 

is, however, to churn government and guarantee that first 

term public servants are inexperienced and that second 

term public servants are distracted by their focus on the 

next campaign for another office or trolling for a 

private sector position. such churn puts government and 

the people's representatives at a disadvantage to the 

private sector who are constrained by no such limits. 

Private sector actors thereby have an ability to plan 
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long term, develop alliances and learn from their 

experience to wage effective l obbying, public relations 

and influence campaigns that further private interests 

that may be contrary to the public interest. An obvious 

case in point on how second terms have distracted 

leadership is that Mayor de Blasio, who had an effective, 

if controversial, first term, has left many important 

appointee positions in City government unfilled while he 

explores a presidential bid. 

The NYC Charter Revision process should put the issue 

of term limits to a vote and also provide information on 

the pros and cons of term limits to educate the 

electorate. An educated electorate can have a meaningful 

and informed vote that one would hope is not overwhelmed 

by a new public relations campaign by monied interests 

that supports term limits retention. Term limits are 

antithetical to a electoral system that has been reformed 

to encourage transparency, accountability, access and 

voter participation. 

3. In support of directing the Charter Revision Staff study 

appointing a Deputy Mayor or other individual as a direct 
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report to the Mayor to advocate for small business and 

M/WBE programs. 

The Department of Small Business Service s(SBS) has a 

crucial role of supporting both (1) economic development 

through small business growth and (2) is tasked with a social 

justice role in promoting M/WBE programs. Balancing economic 

development with social justice is in the interest of the 

people of NYC. To assure the goal of effective M/ WBE programs 

City Charter Revision Staff recommends that consideration be 

given to the appointment of a Deputy Mayor or other official 

for the M/WBE programs that directly reports to the Mayor, 

whereas SBS does not. Staff should also explore the struggle s 

of small business owners and entrepreneurs face in starting 

and succeeding in business today and include advocating for 

small business as an additional role of the new Deputy Mayor 

or other official with direct Mayoral reporting status . 

The rate of new business formation, which start as small 

business, is in crisis and has declined from 1978 to 2012 by 

50% among persons of prime business formation age . (see: 

Washington Post February 12, 2015 . https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/on-

small-business/wp/2015/02/12/the-decline-of-american-entrepreneurship-in-five-

charts/?utm term=.ae644eb3d75f). Many factors are behind this decline . 

Young people are saddled with student debt, which nationally 
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has ballooned from $241 billion to $1.4 trillion from 2003 to 

2018, and crowds out new business investment(see: Forbes 

February 2 5, 2019 . https://www.forbes.com/sites/zackfriedman/2019/02/25/student-

loan-debt-statistics-2019/#Sceaaf84133f). Large corporations have through 

mergers and monopolistic market controls have crowded out 

small rivals and startups (See NYT May 9, 2019 for example. 

https:ljwww. nyti mes.com/2019/05/09/ o pin ion/s unday/chris-hughes-faceb ook-zuckerberg. html) • 

The cost of health insurance has skyrocketed, making the cost 

of competing for employees prohibitive, not to mention 

affording it for the family of the small entrepreneur. 

Developers and landlords build for the large user and combine 

existing retail and office space into larger assemblages, 

crowding out the small businessperson. It has become just too 

expensive and risky to be in business for yourself. 

Many of these problems are of national scope and beyond the 

reach of city government. Nevertheless, it is important for 

the city to develop countervailing policies as much a 

feasible. A Deputy Mayor would not only have the ear of the 

Mayor and resources to study and develop policy solutions, 

(s)he could also work with city Commissioners to cut across 

departments as an advocate and in a coordination role. 

Areas for the Deputy Mayor to investigate and/or advocate 

could include: 
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1. Zoning laws that mandate a certain percentage of smaller, 

affordable space be created in new construction, similar 

to mandating affordable housing in residential 

construction. My company recently moved from Brooklyn 

coworking space to the Financial District. It was very 

difficult just to find a broker willing to invest time in 

finding a small 1000 square foot space and then the 

choices were few and expensive, with effective rents 

after the loss factors of as much as $75 to $100 per 

square foot. 

2. A small business lease "bill of rights" that would build 

in basic protections without hampering development. A 

standard lease form would go a long way in reducing the 

legal costs of renting space and level the playing field 

for tenants with little negotiating leverage or skill. 

While we retained an attorney to review our lease, we 

found that the investment in legal advice was almost not 

worth it since the landlords we negotiated with basically 

have a "take it or leave it" attitude to small tenants. 

3. A direct subsidy to both the small business owner and 

their employees to reduce the amount of deductible and 

copay that are paid in an illness and a subsidy for a 

period where COBRA is paid for both the unemployed owner 

as well as employee in the case of business failure. The 
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fear of losing insurance and the cos t of illness is high 

on the mind of every s ole proprietor and small employer. 

Rather than starting a business many would be 

entrepreneurs play it safe and f orgo the opportunity of 

being their own boss and the promise of upward mobility 

(see OECD 2018 for more info https://www.oecd.org/unitedstates/social-

mobility-2018-USA-EN.pdf). 

4. A collateral fund that protects a percentage of SBA 

borrowers' personal assets in part in case of a default 

so that personal bankruptcy is not the sure result of a 

business failure. Shifting some risk off the entrepreneur 

would give more confidence to start new ventures. 

5. Investigate and reform existing training, and economic 

development tax credits to assure they are targeted to 

smaller businesses and make a direct impact on the cost 

of doing business including employment. Many current 

programs have been in place a long time, are not 

efficient in delivering benefits and cost too much to 

claim and administer. I recall from my days as a 

consultant the example of a complex IDA loan that made a 

small immigrant manufacturer suffer buyers' remorse 

because of the expense to administer it. 

6 . Study what skills are lacking in the workforce and 

advocate for public schools that produce employable 
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graduates including craft, writing and technical skills. 

We recently hired an entry level employee and had to 

review almost 200 resumes to find one qualified prospect. 

Many of our rejects simply could not write a cogent email 

or cover letter. My manufacturing clients biggest 

complaint was the lack of skilled workers in the 

employment pool. 

7. Educate the business community as to why reasonable 

regulations provide a level playing field where employees 

can be treated fairly, and the environment protected, 

rather than being forced into a "race to the bottom" with 

competitors. We provide our employees with health 

insurance no later than 30 days after hire. Whil e we 

have the means of doing so many businesses do not have 

that same luxury when they are in direct competition 

with, say, the dry cleaner across the street. 

Small business was at one time the vehicle to the American 

dream for both immigrants like my grandfather who began the 

only tool manufacturing firm left in the Bronx and my father, 

who is the son of an immigrant house painter. I have had the 

good fortune to make starting and working for small businesses 

a successful career and I have a long perspective on how much 

tougher it is today than it was for my father's generation . 

NYC could make reviving entrepreneurship a city goal as an 
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economic driver that counters the trend to economic 

concentration in large corporations. We could keep the money 

here in our communities and tax coffers and foster the social 

and economic diversity and stability that comes from locally 

based businesses. All small businesses are worthy of 

assistance, not just micro businesses or immigrant owned 

businesses. Reforming the system of tax breaks that benefit 

large corporations like Amazon, who do not pay taxes, would 

free up as of right funds for small businesses, who do pay 

taxes. A Deputy Mayor or other official reporting directly to 

the Mayor with the goal of fostering the health and growth of 

small business would have a large positive impact for all New 

Yorkers. 

In conclusion, more democratic governance and more small 

business opportunity will promote civic involvement and 

economic development for the many over the few in New York 

City. Please consider putting to a vote the changes described 

of (1) Implementing city-wide ranked choice voting, (2) 

repealing term limits and (3) appointing a Deputy Mayor or 

city official with direct reporting to the Mayor who is tasked 

with the role of promoting economic development through small 

business growth. 
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Good evening. My name is Emily Goldstein and I am the Director of Organizing 
and Advocacy at the Association for Neighborhood and Housing Development 
(ANHD}. ANHD's mission is to advance equitable. flourishing neighborhoods for all 
New Yorkers. We are a coalition of 100 community-based affordable housing and 
equitable economic development organizations in New York City, and we use 
organizing, policy, advocacy. and capacity-building to advance our mission. 

ANHD is also a member of the Thriving Communities Coalition. made up of 
grassroots organizing, advocacy, policy, and legal services groups who work at the 
neighborhood and citywide level. and who are committed to pursuing reforms to 
the City Charter that will advance the following principles: 

• Fair distribution of resources and development 
• Enforceable commitments - No more empty promises 
• Integration without displacement 
• Transparency and accountability 
• Real community power and ownership 

In reviewing the preliminary staff report, ANHD was disappointed to see that 
several recommendations we believe are necessary to address problems within 
the existing ULURP process were ignored. Specifically, we still believe that there 
ought to be: 

• A requirement for a regular and public process to make changes to the 
CEQR Technical Manual. 

SO Broad Street, Suite 1402, New York, NV 10004 I Phone: 212.747.1117 

www.anhd.org 



• A requirement for a detailed analysis of direct and indirect residential 
displacement in every EIS 

• Require an enforceable mitigation plan following an EIS 

However. we believe the preliminary staff report's recommendations regarding 
comprehensive planning are promising. We specifically appreciate and endorse 
the following ideas: 

• Coordination of the City's various needs statements. policy statements. 
agency plans. land use plans, and spending plans, and to take stock of 
indicators reports when planning. 

• Inclusion of statements of need as documents that should impact planning 
and budgeting. 

• Alignment of planning and budgeting processes. 
• Disclosure offuture land use and development plans for communities. 
• Indicators measuring progress over time. 

However, we strongly believe that in its present form. the recommended version of 
Comprehensive Planning will not accomplish the real changes our city needs. 

A meaningful comprehensive planning cycle must include the elements below. 
which must be expressly required in the charter: 

1. A single clear. coherent plan 
2. Equity principles 
3. Citywide & localized analysis 
4. Balance citywide and local needs 
5. Equitable Distribution of Resources and Future Development 
6. Coordinate with Capital Budget 
7. Create a future land use map 
8. lncentivize Alignment with the Plan 

The charter must spell out clear goals of reducing neighborhoodabased. racial. and 
socio-economic inequality that comprehensive planning is intended to address -
without clear goals. it is impossible to measure pr9gress. 

It is crucial that any process of identifying needs separate out assessment of 
existing residents' needs from projected needs of future residents. Without this 
clarity. less powerful communities will continue to risk having their existing needs 
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met only in exchange for future growth or in relation to planning for future 
populations. 

And the charter must make clear that the public and stakeholders not only have 
an opportunity to weigh in, but that people with a wide range of perspectives and 
experiences have seats at the decision~making table of this process. Too many 
communities have participated in too many processes that encourage but then 
ignore their public input. 

Whether it is called a "planning cycle." a ·comprehensive planning processw or a 
·master plan: the 8 elements listed above are indispensable to citywide planning 
that meets the demands of today. Working together with community groups. 
planning organizations. and elected officials, we have agreed on these 8 features 
that we think are essential to any comprehensive planning cycle. Without these 
features. a comprehensive citywide planning cycle will not have enough power or 
coherence to enact real change and remedy the frustrations New Yorkers have 
with the current system, which has produced decades of inequity. unfairness. and 
inefficiency. 

We urge the Commission to take full advantage of the rare and necessary charge 
you were given to fully and deeply re-examine the City's charter and make the 
necessary changes to serve the needs of a New York that is radically different from 
the one the designers of the 1989 charter lived in. 

Page 3 of3 
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Thank you Chair Benjamin and members of the Charter Revision Commission for the opportunity to 
testify today. My name is J.T. Falcone, and I am a policy analyst at United Neighborhood Houses (UNH). 
LINH is a policy and social change organization representing 42 neighborhood settlement houses that 
reach 765,000 New Yorkers from all walks of life. 

Now in our 100th year, UNH is stewarding a new era for New York's settlement house movement. We 
mobilize our members and their communities to advocate for good public policies and promote strong 
organizations and practices that keep neighborhoods resilient and thriving for all New Yorkers. 

UNH leads advocacy and partners with our members on a broad range of issues including civic and 
community engagement, neighborhood affordability, healthy aging, early childhood education, adult 
literacy, and youth development. We also provide customized professional development and peer 
learning to build the skills and leadership capabilities of settlement house staff at all levels. 

Neighborhood Affordability 

For over a century, UN H's member settlement houses have strengthened communities across New 
York, offering a wide variety of programming for New Yorkers of all ages and backgrounds and leading 
social reform movements. Settlement house workers fight to ensure that all community members have 
access to opportunity by promoting equitable labor and housing policies and holding those in power 
accountable. 

UNH and our member settlement houses are increasingly concerned with New York City's affordability 
crisis and a sense that the City is reaching a tipping point. Communities are kept out of the decision-
making process and the Universal Land Use Review Procedure (ULURP) has failed to promote the 
interests of low- and moderate-income New Yorkers. Instead, inequitable land use decisions put 
communities at risk. 

Charter Revision Proposals 

UNH was disappointed in the Charter Revision Commission's decision to walk away from addressing 
land use and procurement reforms such as implementing ULURP for New York City Housing Authority 
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(NYCHA) land dispositions and contracting reforms for the City's human services sector that delivers 
vital services for all New Yorkers. Unfortunately, this Commission has missed an important opportunity 
to make positive, long-lasting changes at a time when they are desperately needed. 

Of the proposals put forth by UNH and our fellow advocates, comprehensive planning is the sole issue 
that remains under consideration by the Charter Revision Commission, but - as written in the staff 
report released last month - the recommendations put forth do not go far enough. I am here today to 
urge the Commission to put a meaningful comprehensive planning proposal on the ballot in November. 

Comprehensive Planning 

Along with fellow member organizations of the Thriving Community Coalition, UNH is concerned that the 
staff report outlines only modest changes to the City's land use processes, when what is needed is real 
reform to empower disenfranchised communities and fight deeply entrenched racial and socio-
economic inequality. While the al ignment of existing planning mechanisms and the creation of a 
"planning cycle" would streamline the process, it would not affect the underlying mechanisms 
themselves and would therefore do little to disrupt a status quo that has seen astronomical increases in 
rents, continued divestment in low-income communities of color, an~ low-clensity preference shown for 
wealthy white communities. 

Because of the sheer number of complicated mechanisms involved in the City's existing planning 
process (that staff report identifies 12 "plans or similar documents that could, in staff's view, be 
considered part of a ·strategic' or 'comprehensive' plan"), it is easy to be overwhelmed and overlook the 
fact that all this planning is currently being done piecemeal. As the staff report shows, the charter asks 
only that our elected representatives who are creating and operationalizing these various plans 
"consider" "consult" or "reference" each other, and many of these plans require no meaningful 
community input whatsoever. This process allows too much to slip through the cracks. Despite the fact 
that the staff report also recommends amending these processes to give the public and other 
stakeholders an opportunity to "meaningfully weigh in on what the plans address and how," your 
average New Yorker would need an advanced degree to meaningfully and proactively engage with the 
myriad proposals currently laid out in the charter, and even the most knowledgeable New Yorkers likely 
lack the time to engage with so many concurrent processes. 

One hundred years ago, settlement houses across the City came together to found United 
Neighborhood Houses out of recognition that "neighborhood workers" who were deeply committed to 
small geographic regions of this City required a body where they could come and compare notes in 
order to ensure that common issues and broader ideas were not missed or lost. Because of this legacy, 
UNH is clear on the importance of communities acting together towards something that is bigger than 
its sum of parts. Despite 12 different planning tools, there is no process by which we comprehensively 
assess our collective, City-wide needs and aspirations, set goals and priorities based on those needs 
and aspirations, develop strategies to meet those goals and priorities, and then invest in those 
strategies. 

While the mechanisms of a comprehensive plan might be complicated, the concept is not. A 
comprehensive plan should be a road map for growth and priorities for New York City that exists outside 
of any one particular administration. While the staff recommendations for inclusion of shorMerm, 
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intermediate, and long-term issues got the timing right, I am here to urge the Commission to get the 
issues in question right, too. In developing the plan, as a City, we should put our cards on the table and 
clearly lay out the resources that are and will be available so they can be allocated fairly while 
acknowledging and correcting for historic divestment from communities-of-color and the racist policies 
that are woven into our City's fabric, from who has been asked to live next to and underneath noxious 
highways to which communities have enough seats in their classrooms. 

Critically, once we develop a plan that accomplishes these goals, alignment with it should be 
incentivized. Not only would this ensure that major development projects are in alignment with 
established goals and principals that have been set collectively, but it would also ensure that we are 
approaching development in this City with consistency and predictability. 

Comprehensive planning for communities is necessary to end policies that contribute to widening 
inequality, segregation, and displacement. 

Along with our partners, LINH calls for the Commission to ensure that the final version of comprehensive 
planning on the ballot in November is based on the following elements: 

• A single clear, coherent plan: Aligning what's already required in the charter is a start, but it's 
not enough. The charter must require the creation of a citywide comprehensive plan, which can 
guide future land use, budgeting and policy decisions. 

• Equity principles: The process and the plan itself must be rooted in shared principles of equity; 
inclusiveness; sustainability and resilience; transparency; and accountability. The principles 
should inform articulated city-wide goals, linked to clear indicators to measure progress and 
success over time. Meeting the greatest needs, reducing neighborhood-based, racial, and socio-
economic inequality, fostering integration without displacement, and increasing access to 
opportunity should be clearly stated as goals of comprehensive planning. 

• Citywide & localized analysis: The City must perform data-driven, top-down analyses of citywide 
infrastructure and service needs, as well as displacement risk. These analyses must result in a 
plan that transparently balances neighborhood and city-wide needs. 

• Balance citywide and local needs through bottom-up community planning: The process must 
entail a robust community-based planning process that gives under-resourced communities and 
underrepresented stakeholders a meaningful voice in the planning process and subsequent 
land use and development decisions. The plan should transparently balance community 
priorities with citywide needs in alignment with its principles and goals. 

• Equitable Distribution of Resources and Future Development The plan should set concrete, 
measurable, and equitable neighborhood targets for growth, including affordable housing, 
essential City services and facilities, and critical investments, so that all neighborhoods do their 
part and receive their piece. 

• Coordinate with Capital Budget The community investments identified in the plan should be 
included in the 10-year capital strategy to ensure the City allocates needed resources and 
capital investment to communities through each annual expense and capital budget process, 
consistent with the plan. 

• Create a future land use map: The City should create a future land use map to guide growth and 
development that will engender the citywide and local goals of the comprehensive plan. 
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• lncentlvlze Alignment with the Plan: The City should enact mechanisms to incentivize plan-
aligned growth and discourage land use actions that do not comply with the plan. This includes 
allowing plan-aligned developments to bypass ULURP, and those that do not align to be subject 
to ULURP. Private and public applications that align with the plan and land use map should only 
be required to complete an abbreviated, supplementary Environmental Assessment Statement 
(EAS) or technical memo, saving the applicants significant time and resources. All land use 
applications should require a rationale for pursuing the project. Applications that are not aligned 
with the plan would be subject to the current ULURP process. If non-aligned applications seek 
approval through ULURP, the Commission and local Council Members should be required to 
publish their rationale for wanting to modify the comprehensive plan. 

Any comprehensive planning cycle needs a real regulatory framework that can give teeth to the needs 
and opportunities the plan identifies. These eight elements aim to create that very framework. 

Conclusion 

In order for New York City to remain affordable, equitable, and fair for all New Yorkers, we must take 
action now. Since the !ast major revision to the Charter in 1989, New York City has changed 
dramatically. In the last decade alone, rents have risen at twice the pace of wages, and today more than 
half of the renters in New York City are rent burdened, or paying more than 30% of their income towards 
housing expenses. With so many New Yorkers at risk of displacement, and with so few affordable places 
left in this City to go, we must make bold decisions with real urgency. 

By strengthening the land use process, which has a direct impact on the affordability of neighborhoods, 
the Charter Revision Commission has an opportunity to enact meaningful reforms that help to ensure 
that New York City remains affordable, equitable, and fair for all New Yorkers. Please take that 
opportunity. 

Thank you for the chance to testify. For questions, I can be contacted at (917) 484-9322 or at 
jfalcone@unhny.org. 
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Introduction 
The data is in on how

 ranked choice voting 
perform

s in practice. and the patterns are clear. In 
the tw

elve cities and one state that have held R
C

V 
elections. voters tum

 out to vote at high rates and 
rank thelr choices correctly and w

ith confidence. 
In every R

C
V jurisdiction polled, voters prefer the 

system
, find it easy to use. and say they w

ant it 
expanded. 

R
C

V Is a tried and true system
 that voters love. O

f 
course, any change should invite questions. B

ut 
these questions have answ

ers. For that reason, 
w

e have prepared succinct explanations to show
 

that the concerns raised before the N
ew

 York C
ity 

C
harter C

om
m

ission do not underm
ine the 

benefits R
C

V provides for voters, for candidates, 
and for our dem

ocracy. This docum
ent provides 

inform
ation responsive to the follow

ing questions: 

• 
A

re voters disenfranchised by "exhausted" ballots? 
N

o. The num
ber o

f exhausted ballots is insignificant com
pared to the drop in 

turnout in traditional runoff elections. B
allot ex/Jaustion is especially uncom

m
on 

• 
W

hat happened in San Francisco's 2010 D
istrict 10 B

oard of 
Supervisors race? 

In an unusual race (a vi1tual five-w
ay tie in the first round), R

C
V

 perform
ed w

ell 
under circum

stances w
ould hove been difficult for a traditional runoff system

. 

• 
C

an candidates w
in w

ith second (or third) choices alone? 
No. A candidate m

ust attract a strong base o
f first-choice support to w

in. In 86%
 

o
f m

ulti-round elections, the candidate w
ho led in the first round 

In all but 
one race on record, one o

f the top tw
o candidates in t/Je first round won. 

• 
W

ill R
C

V
 result in unintended consequences? 

N
o. W

e have a long history of R
C

V elections to look to, and that history 
dem

onstrates that the system
 w

orks as expected. 

• 
Is R

C
V

 bad for racial m
inority voting groups? 

N
o. R

esearch show
s w

om
en and candidates of color w

inning at higher rates 
after adoption o

f R
C

V 



Santa Fe, N
ew

 M
exico 

For a rea[]stic look at w
hat to expect w

hen adopting RCV, consider the experience of Santa Fe (NM
), a city tl1at 

is nearly 50%
 Latinx. A

fter using RCV for the first tim
e in M

arch 2018, its staff report concluded as follow
s: 

N
ew

 M
exico -tlfiat r.esultecl in clear. alila itliansgarient outcom

es, m
al'il<ecll~ 

ffiiglfi turinout, alilcl little-to-r.10 issues acrioss itw
o earrl~ M

otiing cernte·ris alila 



Q
: A

re voters 
disenfranchised by 
"exhausted" ballots? 

Very few
 ballots becom

e "exhausted" under 
RCV, especially com

pared to the analogous 
drop in turnout under N

ew
 York C

ity's prim
ary 

runoff elections. 
U

nder RCV, voters are not forced to rank every candidate. If a voter does not rank either 
of the tw

o finalists in an R
C

V contest, their ballot w
ill be inactive in that final round, w

hich 
som

e refer to as "ballot exhaustion." 

In m
ost R

C
V races today, the num

ber of such inactive ballots overall is very low
. For 

instance, Santa Fe and M
aine both im

plem
ented R

C
V for the first tim

e in 2018. In Santa 
Fe's m

ayoral contest w
ith five candidates, only 4%

 of the 20,630 ballots in the contest 
w

ere inactive in the final round. In M
aine's D

em
ocratic gubernatorial prim

ary election w
ith 

eight candidates, only 7%
 of 125,391 such ballots w

ere inactive in the final round. In 
M

aine's second congressional district general election w
ith four candidates, only 3%

 of 
290,059 such ballots w

ere inactive in the final round. 

A voter not ranking the finalists in an R
C

V contest is analogous to a voter not participating in the final round of a prim
ary runoff election. As the 

prelim
inary staff report noted, three recent prim

ary runoffs in N
ew

 York C
ity experienced turnout drops of 61%

, 35%
 and 36%

. In other w
ords, the drop 

in runoff turnout, w
hich is analogous to ballot exhaustion, is about 10 tim

es w
orse under N

ew
 York C

ity's current system
 com

pared to RCV. 
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Q
: A

re voters 
disenfranchised by 
"exhausted" ballots? 
(continued) 

• 

V
ery few

 ballots becom
e "exhausted" under 

R
C

V, especially com
pared to the analogous 

drop in turnout under N
ew

 York C
ity's prim

ary 
runoff elections. 

(C
ontinued) 

To m
inim

ize ballot exhaustion, w
e recom

m
end that N

ew
 York C

ity adopts ballots that 
perm

it voters to rank m
ore than three candidates. In the S

anta Fe and M
aine elections 

cited above, voters w
ere perm

itted to rank every candidate. The exam
ple cited in the 

. 
-· 

--
-

-
-

. 
-

-
-

--
-

. 
-

-
prelim

inary staff report w
ith a high rate of exhausted ballots, w

hich is discussed m
ore 

fully on the next page, lim
ited voters to only three rankings, even though there w

ere 
21 candidates on the ballot. W

e do not recom
m

end restricting voters to few
er than five 

or six rankings, and only then if necessary to ensure a w
ell-laid out ballot. 

The prelim
inary staff report also m

entioned the possibility of holding a second runoff election if a candidate w
ins w

ith few
e·r than 40%

 of the total 
ballots cast in the R

C
V election (a "hybrid R

C
V

-runoff system
"). W

e w
ant to share a cautionary note about this m

odel: W
hile having som

e theoretical 
m

erits, the m
odel w

ould still require a second election likely to result in reduced voter participation. H
ow

ever, w
ith five or m

ore rankings, such a 
runoff is unlikely to ever occur. In jurisdictions that do not lim

it voters to only three rankings, this has never occurred, so far as w
e have identified. O

f 
165 R

C
V elections that have taken place in the C

alifornia B
ay A

rea (lim
ited to three rankings), only three elections (about 1.8%

 of elections) w
ere w

on 
by a candidate w

ho earned less than 40%
 of the total ballots cast. 



Q
: W

hat happened, in 
San Francisco's, 2·0~0 
Dlstr-lct 18 Boalid of· 
Super:visor:s race? 

R
C

V perform
ed w

ell 
under extrem

ely 
unusual 
circum

stances that 
w

ould have 
challenged any 
system

 of elections. 

This contest attracted a large num
ber of serious contenders for an open seat, and (due to a 

since-corrected quirk of San Francisco's public financing system
 unrelated to R

C
V) also 

attracted a large num
ber of low

-profile candidates. A
ltogether, there w

ere 21 candidates on 
the ballot, w

ith about 60%
 of the first-round vote divided nearly evenly am

ong the top five. 
D

ue to outdated voting technology used in San Francisco at the tim
e, voters w

ere lim
ited to 

three rankings (this w
ould not be the case in N

ew
 York C

ity). The w
inner of the contest, M

alia 
C

ohen, narrow
ly placed third in the first round, but earned enough back-up support to w

in the 
final round. This is the only R

C
V election on record in w

hich a candidate started out in third 
and w

on the election. 

SF B
oard of Supervisors 

D
istrict 10, 2010 

1st P
ound (left chart) and F,oal P

ound (right chart) 

52 
•fl 
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.:.0 
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32 
28 
2-
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16 
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12 

B 

55 r-ialia C
oh~n 

,;,ny Kell:,· 
C

andidates 

W
\V

W
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San Fr.anG
J 

D
istrict'10 B

0ardi qi 
Superviso • raae? 
(e;ont nued} 

R
C

V perform
ed w

ell under extrem
ely 

unusual circum
stances ,that w

ould have 
challen ed an 

s stem
 of elections. 

(C
ontinued) 

These extrem
ely unusual circum

stances w
ould have challenged any system

 of 
conducting an election. H

ow
ever, R

C
V perform

ed w
ell. 

Th~ num
ber of "exhausted ballots" w

as higher i~ this contes! ~han i!l any other on 
record, w

ith 57%
 of ballots exhausted. That is better than w

hat could be anticipated 
from

 sim
ilar runoff elections, how

ever. As noted in the prelim
inary staff report, there 

w
as a 61%

 drop in turnout in the 2013 public advocate D
em

ocratic prim
ary runoff 

election. In f;ict, the m
ost reci:::int runoff elP.ctions in San Frnncisco's B

oard of 
S

upervisors D
istrict 10 (prior to R

C
V) had a m

ore than 70%
 drop in turnout for tt1e 

second round. 

H
ad the race been co,iducted w

ith a runoff election, M
alia C

ohen w
ould have been excluded from

 the runoff, having com
e in third in the first 

round. C
ohen, an A

frican-A
m

erican w
om

an, has since gone on to w
in higher office in C

alifornia, and presently serves as chair of the C
alifornia 

B
oard of E

qualization, representing the 2nd D
istrict, w

hich includes 23 counties and nearly 10 m
illion residents, 
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Q
: C

an candidates w
in I 

under R
C

V
 w

ith seconcl 
choices alone? 

C
andidates m

ust attract a strong base of 
support to w

in under R
C

V
 and can't w

in 
w

it 
secon 

c 01ces a one. 

U
nder RCV, every voter has one vote. In the first round, it counts for the voter's top 

choice. If no candidate earns a m
ajority of those votes, the candidate w

ith the few
est 

first choices is elim
inated. C

onsequently, if a candidate has few
 (or no) first choices, 

that candidate cannot w
in. To w

in, a candidate m
ust earn a m

ajority of the votes after 
the round-by-round count. There is no secret trick to accom

plish this. R
ather, the 

candidate m
ust run a strong cam

paign that resonates w
ith as m

any voters as possible. 
R

C
V cannot elect anyone w

ho could not w
in under current rules. 

In practice, about 86%
 of elections held w

ith R
C

V that require m
ultiple rounds of 

counting are w
on by the candidate w

ho leads in the first round. The rem
aining 14%

 are 
alm

ost alw
ays w

on by the candidate w
ho placed second in the first round. In only one 

contest -the San Francisco race m
entioned previously -did a candidate place third in 

the first round and go on to w
in the election. 
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There is a long history of R
C

V in use that 
dem

onstrates that R
C

V w
orks as intended. 

There are 12 cities and one state Ltsing R
C

V today, and another seven local 
jurisdictions im

plem
enting R

C
V for the first tim

e in their next elections (the full list is 
;:ivniluble ut w

w
w

.f.Jirvotc.org/rcv). Sun Francisco hns used R
C

V in every election since 
2004. T

tw
 hr>nP.fit.,; of R

C
V m

P
 not thP

orP
.tirnl -th Py c1rp c!P.m

onstrr1ted by c1 w
erilth of 

actual experience. 

Every poll of a Jurisdiction w
ith R

C
V conducted has found m

ajority support for the 
!:iy!:ilern. Jn 2013 m

ill 2014, llw
 R

ulger:i-E
dgleton Poll, w

ith Profe!:isor C
aroline Tolbert 

(U
niversity. of Iow

a) and P
rofessor Todd D

onovan (W
estern W

ashington U
niversity) 

condllcted Independent opinion polls on voter experiences In local cam
paigns and 

elections. O
ver 2,500 likely voters w

ere ~urveyed in seven cities w
ith ranked choice 

voting. A m
c1jority of voters in cities w

ith R
C

V supported the use of R
C

V in lorn I 
elections. 

W
hen Santa Fe, N

ew
 M

exico used R
C

V to elect its m
ayor and city council for the first tim

e on M
ardi 6, 2018, an exit poll of over 20,600 voters 

show
ed 70.7%

 said they support the use of R
C

V in future city elections, and a m
ajority w

ould favor using the system
 statew

ide. In N
ovem

ber, 
2018, w

hen M
aine used R

C
V in its federal congressionnl general elections for the first tim

e, an exit poll found that 60.9%
 of voters said that they 

w
ould either keep R

C
V or expand its use to m

ore contests. A
 m

ajority (53.4%
) favored expansion. 
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The few
 repeals of R

C
V

 are not evidence of 
"buyer's rem

orse" 
W

e are unaw
are of any polling conducted in a U

nited States jurisdiction that uses R
C

V 
that found a m

ajority of voters unsatisfied w
ith it. H

ow
ever, there w

ere repeals in four 
of the 25 local cities and counties that adopted R

C
V in the last 50 years. M

ost repeals 
occurred in jurisdictions w

ith rocky im
plem

entations due to older voting equipm
ent 

(w
hich w

ill not be the case in N
ew

 York C
ity) or issues not specific to R

C
V: 

• 
A

nn A
rbor (M

l) repealed R
C

V after the system
 led to the election of its first 

A
frican-A

m
erican m

ayor in 1975; 
• 

Pierce C
ounty (W

A) repealed R
C

V in 2009 after federal courts upheld the top 
tw

o system
, w

hich becam
e the default system

 in all W
ashington elections; 

• 
A

spen (C
O

) repealed R
C

V in 2010 after election adm
inistration difficulties 

related to an independent contractor led to an expensive law
suit; and 

• 
B

urlington (VT) repealed R
C

V in 2010 as a referendum
 on its m

ayor w
ho w

as 
caught up in a post-election scandal, and w

ho w
as the only person w

ho had 
ever w

on election under the system
. 

Since 2010, no jurisdiction has repealed RCV. 
Instead, voters have sought to expand 

RCV. For exam
ple, S

anta Fe (N
M

) used R
C

V in 2018, and now
 the state's second 

largest city, las C
ruces, voted unanim

ously to use R
C

V this N
ovem

ber. 
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·Q
: Is 

acial 
m

inority v 
in 

.locs? 

R
esearch show

s that w
om

en and candidates 
of color have w

on at higher rates due to the 
adoption of R

C
V 

As the prelim
inary staff report observes: "[l]n four C

alifornia cities, R
C

V did not have a 
negative im

pact on the candidacy rates for w
om

an and people of color and instead 
increased the probability that rnndidates in these groups w

ould w
in elections, 

com
pared to plurality elections." This finding w

hich has been buttressed by a 
peer-review

ed study published in the A
ugust, 2018 edition of E

lect9ral S
tudies 

(available at htt s://w
w

w
.sclencedlrect.com

/sclence/artlcle/ I1/S
0261379417304006

. 

Fa1rVote's ow
n research into election rates of com

m
unities of color ln the C

alifornia 
B

ay A
rea dem

onstrates thut the greatest increases in such election rntes occur in the 
m

ost diverse districts • those w
here m

ultiple racial m
inority groups collectively m

ake 
up a m

ajority of the district but w
here the largest single racial group is w

hite voters. 

U
nder R

C
V in the C

alifornia B
ay Area, representation of people of color has increased in m
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RPA Response to the Preliminary Staff Report 
Maulin Mehta, AICP 
Prepared for the 2019 Charter Reform Commission Hearing on the Preliminary Staff Report 
May 9, 2019 

Good evening commissioners and thank you for the opportunity to respond to the 
preliminary staff report. My name is Maulin Mehta, and I am a Senior Associate at 
Regional Plan Association. RPA is also a member of the Thriving Communities Coalition. 

We are glad the preliminary report took the step in calling for coordination amongst the 
dozen planning processes currently in the Charter. However, we share our partners' 
frustration that, given this once in a generation opportunity, bolder steps are not being 
taken. 

The eight key elements that members of the coalition and progressive caucus have 
discussed should be a guiding framework for developing a more robust planning process. 
We should not take for granted that we have progressive momentum in our City. As 
we've stated before, defining a values-driven approach in the charter would help put 
equity upfront in the planning process regardless of the administration in charge. 

I'll focus the rest of my testimony specifically on the idea of an equity index that we've 
been thinking about more in-depth at RPA, which speaks to the data-driven needs 
assessment process of comprehensive planning we've discussed in previous submissions 
to the commission. 

An equity index that evaluates infrastructure, services, economic conditions, and growth 
opportunities across New York City neighborhoods should be tied to the planning process 
and used in a way to prioritize investment. Such an index could be used to place 
neighborhoods on a spectrum looking at the comprehensive nature of what makes 
communities thrive and assets that need to be protected: things like diversity, 
sustainability, community centers, parks, transit access, jobs and schools. Development 
of the index could also include a community engagement process to evaluate more 
nuanced measures such as social networks. 

This index could in turn be used to identify areas for city initiatives to improve access to 
opportunity - those that have the capacity to absorb new growth, areas for which transit 
expansion should be a priority, more holistic investment in protecting against climate 
change. Areas with a lower score would indicate another type of prioritization - one that 
would push investments in foundational areas to meet the existing needs of those 
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communities that have been historically underserved or those that are at a high risk of 
displacement. 

Each indicator used in developing the index would also have further scrutiny to make 
sure they are capturing something more than a binary yes/no attribute. For example, 
access to transit would not just be about station proximity, but also look at things like 
service levels, ADA accessibility and capital needs. 

Cities across the country are using this type of an index to guide their comprehensive 
planning process. In Denver for example, the neighborhood equity index helps them 
quantify equity in City policies, plans, and projects, and was most recently used in the 
development of their 2040 comprehensive plan. It is also being used in their 10-year 
bond program to target investment in communities with the highest level of inequality. 

An example that I've cited before here in New York is the Parks Department's 
Community Parks Initiative. This program has used a type of equity assessment to target 
capital investment in parks within communities that have been historically neglected. 

We are doing better than many municipalities in moving progressive policies forward. 
However, we cannot take for granted this momentum. A comprehensive planning 
process guided by sound analysis and equity principles only works if our City's 
constitution requires it to be undertaken and provides mechanisms for enforcement and 
budgeting. 

Thank you for your time and as always we stand ready to be a resource as you develop 
the final report. 

R® @ 
Maulin Mehta, AICP 
Senior Associate, State Programs & Advocacy 
Regional Plan Association 
One Whitehall, 16th Floor, New York, NY 10004 
maulin@rpa.org I 0: 917.546.4314 
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Below you will find the guiding principles and comprehensive planning elements we think 
are necessary to ensure a robust process that should be established within the charter. 
We will also be submitting more detailed ideas digitally by May 14th• 

Principles to be lifted up in the charter: 

• Fair distribution of resources and development 
• Enforceable commitments 
• Integration without displacement 
• Transparency and accountability 
• Real community power and ownership 

Elements of successful comprehensive planning: 

1. A single clear, coherent plan 
2. Equity principles 
3. Citywide & localized analysis 
4. Balance of citywide and local needs 
5. Equitable distribution of resources and future development 
6. Coordinate with capital budget 
7. Create a future land use map 
8. Incentivize alignment with the plan 
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CHPC Testimony on 2019 Charter Revision Staff Report 
May 9th , 2019 

Good evening Chair Beniamin and Commissioners: 

Thank you for allowing me to testify today. My name is Jessica Katz and I 

am the Executive Director of the Citizens Housing and Planning Council. 

CHPC has followed this process carefully and commends the incredibly 

diligent work of the Commission and its staff. Your work as a Commission 

has been deeply impressive, especially to the true ULURP nerds among us. 

A city as huge and diverse as New York requires decision-driven land use 

and planning processes that balance local and citywide needs. We also 

need a process that is robust, transparent, and predictable. There is no 

process where all parties will be happy, but we can do better to ensure that 

all parties are heard. But I also want to point out that it is impossible to 

legislate consensus, and that even small changes to this process could disrupt 

the delicate balance ULURP was created to achieve. 

You've heard a lot of concerns about ULURP. Communities want more 

information, sooner, on projects in their neighborhoods, and more time to 

meaningfully influence them. Any changes should directly address those 

concerns by advancing transparency and meaningful community engagement. 

CHPC is in full support of requiring Community Boards be notified of ULURP 

applications prior to their certification. Building discourse and trust early on is 

beneficial for both applicants and communities. Local stakeholders will have 

more time to prepare for ULURP to begin. 

42 Broadway Suite 2010 New York NY 10004 I 212 286 9211 I www.chpcny org 
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However, duplicating a ULURP comment period will only odd opacity, 

confusion, and conflict. Certification precedes ULURP so that applications 

reach technical compliance before undergoing public review. A community 

that spends time and energy commenting on an uncertified application will 

only encounter more frustration if it is then significantly revised to satisfy DCP 

feedback, especially if changes conflict with community wishes. And since 

residents will have only very little time to engage and participate before 

comments begin, the pool of voices contributing to the process will become 

narrower and more exclusive. 

Pre-certification is different for every project. It needs to remain fluid so that 

the subsequent ULURP itself is clear and transparent. 

In this spirit, we support an extension of the Community Board comment 

period from 60 to 75 days throughout the entire calendar year. Coupled 

with early notification, the extension will give Community Boards more time to 

host multiple meetings or hearings, diversifying who gets to participate and 

how. 

How to participate- this is the critica l question. The current process means 

that the primary form of participation is to testify at a hearing. This puts 

parties in opposition, instead of encouraging them to better understand one 

another's wishes and constraints, ask questions, and strive for consensus. 

Hearings can be long, crowded, and intimidating; they amplify only the 

voices of those with the time and temperament to testify. Additional meetings 

set aside for information and discussion would engage a wider range of 

residents: those who want to weigh in but not to testify and those who need 
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more information to form an opinion. They would also give evening workers 

and people with childcare needs more opportunities to learn about projects 

in their neighborhood. 

CHPC is optimistic that these changes will help capture more community voices 

and amplify their role in land use decisions. It is our hope that outside the 

charter reform process, we can experiment with ways to help capture the 

voices and needs of those not well served by our current system, including 

homeless New Yorkers and the future residents of proposed housing 

developments. It is our responsibility to ensure a process where those needs 

are kept in sight. 

On that note, I'd like to commend and thank the staff for focusing on 

proposals that clarify, streamline, and synchronize existing plans. It is only 

with a clear understanding of where the gaps in our current plans ore that 

we can begin to fill them. 

Our planning documents should identify local and citywide needs, goals, and 

priorities, along with strategies to address them on a cohesive timeline. They 

should set out the data and context necessary to frame and assess how 

individual policies, programs, and land use decisions will collectively advance 

our overarching vision for the city. 

CHPC is happy to support the Commission and its staff in the exploration of 

such solutions. Thank you for your time. 
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The best part of democracy is that there is always room for improvement. 
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When I testified to this commission on September 27, 2018, the previous Charter Revision 
Commission had just approved ballot language that included in part proposals I had put forth on 
campaign finance reform, as well as urban planners and term limits for community boards. At 
the time, we had no way of knowing the results to come: the adoption of all three ballot 
questions, with campaign finance reform receiving the most support, an overwhelming 80%, 
with 1.1 million voters in favor, almost as many as voted for Mayor on the Democrat and 
Republican lines combined. I commend this Charter Revision Commission for respecting the 
will of the voters by not revisiting the issue areas covered by the previous ballot questions and 
focusing on amendments to the Charter that can only be accomplished through a vote of the 
people. 

At last September's hearing, I proposed 72 recommendations for amendments to the Clmrlcr for 
this Commission's consideration. The City Council included 16 of those recommendations in our 
Report to the 2019 New York Citv Charter Revision Cnrnmis~ion this past January. Now this 
Commission has identified 9 of my recommendations in whole or in part for further discussion in 
its Prcl iminarv Staff Rcnort. I will be submitting only 15 recommendations across 5 categories of 
conflicts of interests, city budget, land use, elections and redistricting, and empowering the 
offices of the Public Advocate and Borough President. 

Americans are losing faith in government with concerns of corruption emanating from conflicts 
of interest at every level. Elected officials and agency heads should bring a career of expertise 
into government and return to their careers once their public service is complete. That is why I 
support the staff report's recommendation of extending the lobbying ban in New York City from 
a laughably short one year, and once again call for a lifetime ban on lobbying. 

Conflicts of interest are a particular problem for the city's attorney, the Corporation Counsel, 
who can frequently find themselves caught between the checks and balances of a city 
government that is their client. I support the staff report recommendation for advice and consent 
for this important position along with notifications of conflicts, but would go further to require 
renewals every 2 years and dedicated funding for outside counsel that won't come out of an 
elected official or independent agency's budget. 
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Since the staff report is considering widening advice and consent, the Commission should also 
consider expansion to all agency heads or at least over the the Police (NYPD), Department of 
Buildings (DOB). Department of Sanitation (DSNY), Parks and Recreation (DPR), Department 
of Homeless Services (OHS), Administration for Children's Services (ACS), Housing 
Preservation and Development (HPD), and Department of Citywide Administrative Services 
(DCAS). 

I support Ranked Choice Voting as proposed by the staff report. In particular a top 5 system as 
proposed by Common Cause New York and implemented for citywide elections that currently 
require a 40% threshold or run-off, preventing costly runoff elections. 

Communities must have a stronger voice in the Land Use process when it counts, not when it's a 
done deal, put forth for an up or down vote. That's why I proposed and support the staff report in 
beginning public engagement at the Community Board as soon as anyone files a pre-application 
at City Planning, Landmarks, HPD, BSA, and DOB. 

--As this-Commission tackles comprehensive planning please consider providing oedicated 
funding for a Community Board, Council Member, or Borough President initiated rezoning 
complete with education, organizing, legal, and environmental experts to complete required 
environmental studies and applications. Along the same lines a l 97(a) plan should be the start of 
the rezoning process, not the end. 

When managing a $92.2 billion budget, taxpayers should be able to know where every penny is 
being spent. As I testified before and the staff report recommends this Commission must specify 
objective criteria for Units of Appropriations and empower the Council to subdivide them if the 
Mayor wont. We must also ensure that spending goes to communities that are reflective of our 
city's diversity. The Charter must be amended to ensure diversity in procurement by mandating 
that those getting city money include potential or selected MWBEs prior to award. 

With money comes power. As I testified before and the staff report concurs, elected officials and 
independent agencies must be free of the budgetary control of one another to truly have a system 
of checks and balances. The Commission must codify equal budgets for all Council Members 
and eliminate lulus in the Charter itself to protect their independence from the Speaker. The 
CCRB should be a percentage of the NYPD, Board of Corrections of the Department of 
Corrections. The Comptroller should be able to set their own budget. The Public Advocate 
should get at least 50 cents per resident and COlB a $10 per city employee. Each Borough 
President should have a guaranteed budget with separate funding for heir Charter mandated 
Topographical Bureau, Budget Office, and Borough Planning Office. These mandated offices 
should be tied to a percentage of their relevant counterpart in the City budget as modified up by 
borough activity. 
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Together the Public Advocate and Borough Presidents remain as an additional check in 
government who should be further empowered in the delivery of city services, holding public 
hearings, obtaining document and records, and recommending capital projects. The Commission 
must give the Public Advocate and Borough President's power to ask questions under oath 
whether at public hearings and contracts hearings as well as compel appearances and providing 
documents for the foregoing as well as at borough service cabinet. As the new Chair of the 
Contracts Committee in the City Council I am excited for the prospect of collaborating with 
Borough Presidents using their Contracts powers. Further, all elected officials should have an 
expanded right to visit any city facility. 

Conflict of Interest: 
1. Post-Employment Appearance Restrictions 
2. Corporation Counsel Nc,v 

3. Appointment: Corporation Counsel 
4. Appointment: Agency Leaders 

City Budget: 
5. Independent or Guaranteed Budgets 
6. Units of Appropriation 
7. Diversity in Procurement New 

Borough President & Public Advocate: 
8. Borough Service Cabinets New 

9. Public Hearings New 

10. Obtaining Documents and Records 
11. Capital Project Recommendations 

Land Use: 
12. ULURP Pre-Certification Notice and Comment 
13. Planning 

Elections and Redistricting: 
14. Ranked Choice Voting New 

15. Timing of Redistricting 
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CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 

1. Conflicts of Interest: Post-Employment Appearance Restrictions 

Last September, in recommendation 24 of my testimony, "Lifetime Ban on Lobbying," I 
proposed that this Commission add to Chapter 68 § 2604(d) of the Charter a lifetime ban on 
lobbying for elected officials and agency heads. I cited Senator Elizabeth Warren's (D-MA} 
declaration that there is a '"crisis of faith in government," which prompted lhe introduction of 
federal legislation imposing a lifetime ban on lobbying for the president, members of Congress, 
Cabinet secretaries, and judges. As Senator Warren explained, "our national crisis of faith in 
government boils down to this simple fact: People don't trust their government to do the right 
thing because they think government works for the rich, the powerful and the well-connected and 
not for the American people. And here's the kicker: They're right." 

The current law only bans former officials from appearing before the City agency that employed 
them for one vcar followin~ the end or their service. In contrast, New York State Public Officers 
Law § 73@~)Q) prohibits state officers and employees from appearing or practicing before 
their former agency and from being compensated in relation to matters before their former 
agency for two years. 

A lifetime ban would support the notion of a citizen legislature and' government of people who 
do public service and return to their careers, not get rich as a lobbyist for special interests. Our 
country has been trying to guard against the influence of special interests the modern equivalent 
of "factions" since our founding. In the tenth entry of the Federalisl Papers, James Madison 
warned of the danger posed by factions, "a number of citizens, whether amounting to a minority 
or majority of the whole, who are united and actuated by some common impulse of passion, or of 
interest, adverse to the rights of other citizens, or to the permanent and aggregate interests of the 
community." In Federalisl #JO, he outlined the ways in which the Constitution then under 
consideration intended to prevent these factions from gaining tyrannical control. While Madison 
feared that the enlightened statesman would be susceptible to corruption, the professionalization 
of political influence has enlarged this threat in the modem day. The founders were affluent 
landowners who temporarily left their interests to serve in government. They likely could not 
have imagined the fortunes to be made in lobbying today. Arguably, the founders would have 
find this financial opportunity abhorrent. 

This Charter Revision's Staff Report states, "[p]ost-employment appearance bans exist because 
there is a perception that lobbying by former government officials may result in undue influence, 
particularly when the former government official was an elected or high-ranking official. These 
individuals had significant power while in office and may thus have significant influence as 
lobbyists." A lifetime ban is the only way to eliminate the perceived (and perhaps real} 
impropriety of an elected official using the powers of their office to benefit lobbyists with the 
understanding that they would one day cash in themselves. 
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If this Commission believes that a lifetime ban is too harsh, then it should consider a lobbying 
ban for elected officials and agency heads of four years ( or at least half the length of the elected 
offices' limits). This would guarantee that all or at least some of the relationships the elected 
official or agency head might seek to monetize would no longer be in government, reducing their 
power and perhaps reducing the incentive for the public servant to leave government for a career 
as a lobbyist. 

2. Conflicts of Interest: Corporation Counsel 

The Staff Report raised the important issue that the Corporation Counsel is meant to be the 
"attorney and counsel" for the entire City, including all its elected officials and executive 
agencies - a topic I had not covered in my testimony last year. As the Staff Report points out, 
while the Corporation Counsel must answer to all elected officials and executive agencies, the 
Mayor is solely responsible for the Corporation Counsel's appointment and removal. Such a 
structure is problematic and creates the potential for inherent bias. The Corporation Counsel 
must be independent to operate free from the interests of any particular elected official, including 
the Mayor, so that it can effectively defend the interests of the City overall. In her testimony to 
this commission, Manhattan Borough President Gale Brewer testified to this commission that 
"the capacity of the Law Department to provide unbiased, independent guidance to members of 
city government is compromised when its leadership, the Corporation Counsel, is appointed by a 
single person." The Charter must be amended to define what constitutes a conflict of interest 
between City entities. This Commission should set the floor for what constitutes a conflict of 
interest and allow Corporate Counsel to promulgate rules to add further protections. 

The Staff Report recommended that the Corporation Counsel to notify opposing entities of 
whether or not it has found a conflict of interest in its responsibility to the parties of a suit. I 
support this recommendation, although this notice requirement should be covered by the New 
York State Bar Association's New York Rules of Professional Conduct as adopted by the New 
York State Unified Court Svstcm Part 1200 Rule 1.7 "Conflict oflnterest: Current Clients," 
which states, "a lawyer shall not represent a client if a reasonable lawyer would conclude that ... 
the representation will involve the lawyer in representing differing interests." The exception is 
allowed in four instances ( 1) the attorney believes they can competently and diligently represent 
the client, (2) that the representation is not prohibited by law, (3) clients are not asserting claims 
against one another, and (4) "each affected client gives informed consent, confirmed in writing." 

Currently officials and agencies are allowed to employ outside counsel in instances where 
Corporation Counsel cannot represent them due to a conflict of interest. When Corporation 
Counsel identifies a conflict between entities if it does not do so already it should be required to 
notify said entities when it authorizes the use of outside counsel. Corporation Counsel should be 
required by the Charter to either agree that they will represent or acknowledge a conflict and 
provide a notice granting a right to outside Counsel. 
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When the Mayor or anot~er agency seeks representation of the Corporate Counsel, it does not 
come out of their budget. In fact payouts for Judgments and Claims cost the city a whopping one-
hi Ilion dollars per year, which ,is paid out of the city's general fund, not the offending agency's 
budget. The Charter should be amended to ensure that payments to outside counsel come from an 
independent unrestricted fund when it involves another elected official or agency meant to be 
independent. 

3. Corporation Counsel: Appointment 

This Commission seeks feedback concerning the appointment structure for Corporation Counsel, 
including whether the Council should have the power of advice and consent and whether there 
should be a set tenn for the position. Thank you for pursuing this recommendation, which was 
part ofrccommcndation 38 in my testimony and included on page 3 of the C'ouncirs Report . 
This Commission should amend the Charter to require City Council's advice and consent for the 
Corporation Counsel. 

Further, the Corporati~n Counsel's tenn should be 2 years. Thi~~nn sho~ I_! be renewable an~ ____ _ 
subject to the Council's advice and consent so that their perfonnance may be periodically 
reevaluated. As noted on Page 3 of the Council's report, in case of Corporation Counsel's 
resignation or premature vacancy for other reasons, a replacement could be appointed, also 
subject to the Council's advice and consent, to complete the remainder of the tenn. At the 
expiration of the 2-year tenn, the Corporation Counsel should be subject to the advice and 
consent process if the Mayor chose to reappoint. 

4. Appointment: Agency Leaders 

As the Charter Commission considers expanding the City Council's power of advice and consent 
for the appointment of Corporation Counsel additional agency leaders should be considered. 

§ 31 of the Charter already gives the power of advice and consent to the Council for the 
following positions: 
• Commissioners of the Art Commission, 
• Board of Health, 
• Board of Standards and Appeals, 
• City Planning Commission, 
• Civil Service Commission, 
• Landmarks Preservation Commission, 
• Tax Commission, 
• Taxi and Limousine Commission, and 
• Public members of the Environmental Control Board to include the currently excluded Chairs 

and the leadership and members of all other boards, commission and agencies. 
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This Commission should amend § 31 of the Charter to grant the City Council the power of 
advice and consent on the appointment to all agency lead positions, or at least to the following 
positions at agencies that are often at the center of controversies with a direct impact on New 
York City residents: 
• Police (NYPD), 
• Department of Buildings (DOB), 
• Department of Sanitation (DSNY), 
• Parks and Recreation (DPR), 
• Department of Homeless Services (OHS), 
• Administration for Children's Services (ACS), 
• Housing Preservation and Development (HPD), and 
• Department of Citywide Administrative Services (DCAS). 

As I highlighted in recommendation 38, Chairs, Chiefs, Commissioners and Board Members 
currently only answer to the Mayor, often ignoring and even refusing to answer questions posed 
by the City Council or even the press. Requiring these appointees to come before the Council for 
initial advice and consent would be an important screening tool, and bringing agency heads back 
in front of the Council every two years would make them more responsive to the Council 
following their appointment. 

CITY BUDGET 

5. City Budget: Independent or Guaranteed Budgets 

Our system of checks and balances empowers the Mayor subject to approval from the Council to 
set budgets for other elected officials and most all the agencies. I am glad that the Staff report 
identified independent budgeting as an area of focus for this Charter Revision including ", for 
example, independently elected officials (the Public Advocate, the Comptroller, and the Borough 
Presidents), the Conflicts of Interest Board, the Department of Investigation, the Board of 
Correction, and CCRB," which expanded upon recommendation lQ: from my testimony to 
include the Board of Correction and CCRB. This issue was also highlighted the Council"s 
Report, starting on page 8. However, the staff omitted from its list Council Members who must 
be included. Council Members are also independently elected and can face retaliation from their 
Speaker that may not only harm them. but their districts through the loss of discretionary 
funding. 

Certain budgets should be tied to a minimum percentage of the agency that they oversee. The 
CCRB should be tied to at least 1 % if not more of the NYPD. Similarly the Board of Correction 
should be tied to a percentage of the Department of Correction. 
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Certain budget should set by the independent body, like the Campaign Finance Board and the 
City Council. However, all Council Members with the exception of the Speaker and Minority 
Leader should have equal salaries, budgets for their offices and discretionary funding allocations. 
Any deviation for budget for offices or discretionary funding allocations should be the result of a 
transparent objective formula such as a modifier for high poverty or a need for multiple offices 
due to spanning two land masses or boroughs. The Council's budget should be no smaller than 
that of the Comptroller's. 

Certain offices such as the Public Advocate and Conflict of Interest Board responsible for 
serving specific constituencies could have a dollar amount per constituent indexed to inflation. 
The Public Advocate serves 8.6 million constituents throughout the five borough, and at 50 cents 
per resident, that would bring the budget from $3.8 million to $4.3 million and protect the office 
from retaliation from the Mayor or the Council. The Conflict of Interest Board is an independent 
agency tasked with training, interpreting, advising, disclosure and enforcing Conflicts of Interest 
Law under Chapter 68 of the Charter. To that end, they are responsible for some 325,000 city 
employees, with a cost allocation of $10 per employee, their budget would see an increase from 
$2.33 million to $3.25 million after years of stag_nation. 

This Commission should also amend the Charter to provide guaranteed budget set-asides for 
Borough Presidents. For example $3 per resident would yield $25 million to split roughly 
equally among the five boroughs with modifiers for higher populations not to exceed a standard 
deviation. Additionally, the Charter mandates that the Borough President maintain certain offices 
and positions which must also be explicitly funded. These mandated offices should have 
designated funding tied to a percentage of their relevant counterpart in the City budget as 
modified up by borough activity. These offices established in the Charter include: 

• Topographical Bureau - §82(3) requires the Borough President to maintain a 
Topographical Bureau and appoint the director will also serve as construction coordinator 
and consulting engineer and monitor capital projects in the borough and shall be available 
to serve as an expediter on construction projects in the borough and provide technical 
assistance with respect to construction projects. This could be tied to the budget for the 
Department of Buildings modified up to reflect construction. 

• Budget Office - §82(7) requires the Borough President to establish and maintain a 
budget office for the borough to assist the borough president in the preparation of budget 
proposals, review and analysis of proposed budgets, departmental estimates, budget 
modifications and other fiscal matters under the jurisdiction of the president of the 
borough. Similar to the Independent Budget Office, this budget could be tied to a 
percentage of 0MB budget as modified to reflect spending in the borough. 

• Planning Office for the Borough - §82(9) requires the Borough President to establish 
and maintain a planning office for the borough to assist the borough president in planning 
for the growth, improvement and development of the borough and performing such other 
planning functions as are assigned to the borough president by this charter or other law. 
Funding for this office could be tied to a percentage of the Department of City Planning 
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6. City Budget: Units of Appropriation 

New Yorkers deserve a budget that anyone can review with a transparent presentation of 
budgeted amounts, actual spending, and planned spending for the future. This Commission must 
create a mechanism to provide an independent and transparent budget. Further, residents have a 
right to know how their tax dollars are being spent, down to the last penny. I was proud to author 
and pass LO(;al Law 218 nf 2017 to upgrade the Charter by removing floppy disks and replacing 
them with a requirement to post the budget online. Doing so has already empowered residents to 

.find a $791 million error in the budget. However, the city' s budget still remains too opaque for 
residents to see how many is really spent. Thank you for pursuing budget transparency and 
independence, which was included in recommendation 67 of my testimony and echoed on pages 
14 and 15 of the Councirs Report. 

In addressing units of appropriation (UA), the Charter § 1 00(a) only requires a breakdown of 
units of appropriation for "personal services" (staff salaries) and "other than personal services" 
( everything else). However, § 100( c) goes further by requiring "[ e Jach proposed unit of 
appropriation shall represent the amount requested ... for a particular program, purpose, activity 
or institution." Additionally Charter § I 00( d) requires "a statement of the programmatic 
objectives of the program, purpose, activity or institution involved." 

Unfortunately, most agencies simply list the two codes of"personal service" or "PS" and "other 
than personal service" or "OTPS." When $791 million was misappropriated or mislabeled, the 
problem was the money was allocated in a lump sum, which was incorrectly allocated to the 
wrong division within the agency. Although the budget was viewable to the public, because there 
were no line items under the lump sum, it was unclear what the money was intended for. 

As noted in the Staff Report on page 59, neither the Charter nor court cases provide any concrete 
definition of, "a particular program, purpose, activity or institution," which is meant to determine 
the limitation on the structure and size of Units of Appropriation. This Commission has the 
opportunity to fix this ambiguity to reflect the intent of the 1989 Charter Revision Commission. 

A plain reading of the 1989 Charter Revision Report shows the drafters of this provision meant 
to impose a limitation on the structure and size of a Units of Appropriation. Principally, the Units 
of Appropriation must be targeted for a specific purpose, clearly defined and for the benefit of a 
particular institution. This interpretation would prevent the Mayor from granting a Units of 
Appropriation to a particular agency without clearly defining the purpose of the Units of 
Appropriation. However, as demonstrated in the Staff Report on page 59, this is not the current 
practice. 

I support the Commission staffs recommendation to provide the City Council with oversight 
over Units of Appropriations beyond the powers granted in Charter§§ 247(b) and 254(a), which 
provide for 44recommendations for any changes in the unit of appropriation structure which the 
council deems appropriate." The Council should have the ability to require the Mayor to provide 
transparency as to the purpose for the Units of Appropriation, the particular program the Units of 
Appropriation is provided for, and the activity or institution being granted the Units of 
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Appropriation, outside the regular discussions around funding during the budget process. The 
Commission could set objective standards to separate Units of Appropriations such as for each 
Deputy or Borough Commissioner within an agency and those that they supervise. Where the 
Mayor fails to include adequate Units of Appropriation, the City Council could be empowered to 
subdivide Units of Appropriations to fulfill the Charter mandate, with the Mayor then required to 
reallocate funding as necessary between Units of Appropriation in budget modifications to 
provide ongoing transparency. I would also support the staff recommendation for the setting of 
the minimum Units of Appropriation ahead of the budget provided it was coupled with a 
currently missing oversight for the Mayor's Management Report. 

Lastly, this information should be available in a machine-readable format,prior to the beginning 
of the Council's preliminary budget hearings, executive budget, and each subsequent budget 
modification. 

7. Diversity in Procurement 

For the past six years, this city has struggled to achieve diversity in procurement. The Mayor has 
attempted to fix this deficiency through the creation and appointment of a citywide MWBE 
director. However, as stated on page 73 of the Staff Report, there is no legal requirement that this 
position continue to exist going forward. 

I support this Commission's recommendation to amend the Charter to mandate that the OMWBE 
exists going forward. As Chair of the Land Use Subcommittee on Planning, Concessions, and 
Dispositions, I asked every developer at receiving subsidies at every hearing whether or not they 
were using MWBE certified contractors and meeting their certification. On rare occasion, a 
developer would come prepared with their MWBE information, or they themselves were an 
MWBE and it was clear that they valued this priority. I was disappointed to find, however, that 
more often than not, the developer would only promise to follow MWBE guidelines on a project, 
most likely honored in the breach. The way to solve this is to require, as a part of the 
procurement process, that any time the city is involved where MWBE requirements are 
triggered, the action cannot be approved until the MWBE threshold is met through the 
identification of a restricted pool of potential or selected MWBEs as part of the project. 
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BOROUGH PRESIDENT & PUBLIC ADVOCATE 

8. Borough Presidents: Borough Service Cabinets 

The Borough President's' power to obtain infonnation and force agencies to meaningfully 
engage borough issues needs to be strengthened. Particularly, borough-level officials and 
divisions of agencies should be responsive to the Borough Presidents. Recommendation ll of 
my testimony touched on this need in part by recommending the Charter require select agencies' 
Borough Commissioners to work through Borough Service Cabinets to ensure quality service 
delivery. 

The Borough Service Cabinet should include city agencies engaged in direct service to residents 
with an impact on quality of life, including: 
• Police department (NYPD), 
• Department of Transportation (DOT), 
• Parks and Recreation (DPR), 
• Department of Sanitation (DSNY), 
• Department of Homeless Services (OHS), 
• Department of Buildings (DOB), and 
• Housing Preservation and Development (HPD). 

To the extent state law does not preempt the City from requiring them to participate in Borough 
Service Cabinets, the Commission should also compel: 
• New York City Transit (NYCT), 
• Department of Education (DOE), 
• School Construction Authority, and 
• New York City Housing Authority. 

As issues arise and needs change, the Borough President must have the ability to compel agency 
attendance and reports at the Borough Service Cabinet. 

Further, in order to force agencies to meaningfully engage with the Borough Service Cabinet, I 
must reiterate recommendations 38 and J.2: Borough Boards must have advice and consent on 
Borough Commissioners and the ability to terminate those Borough Commissioners for cause or 
at least subject them to a requirement of advice and consent every two years. 
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9. Borough President: Public Hearings 

Public hearings of the Borough President are addressed in the Staff Report on page 37, where it 
is noted that no one can be required to attend, provide testimony. or answer questions, with the 
"quasi-exception to this is in the realm of contracts." 

The Commission was right to identify the power of the Borough Presidents to evaluate and 
monitor contract performance. 

In particular, Charter §JD(h) allows for Borough Presidents to recommend appropriate action to 
the agency head ifthere is reason to believe non-performance or lack of compliance in a contract 
for delivery of service to a specific borough. Once a recommendation is received by an agency 
head, they must reply within ten days with the proposed corrective action, if any, to remedy the 
deficient service delivery. If the Borough President is not satisfied with the proposed actions, 
then they may call a hearing in the borough of a contract performance panel consisting of the 
Public Advocate, Comptroller~ Mayorr or their designees. The affected agency head or their 

~-----d_es_ignee do not necessarily.3ppear but may be compel~ d to ap_Rear and deliver testimony_a_t_th_e ____ _ 
hearing. The panel must deliver a recommendation within 30 days to the Borough President, the 
agency, and contractor. The agency in turn responds within 30 days to the panel and Borough 
President "indicating which of the paners recommendations shall be acted upon and what, if any, 
alternative action will be taken." In sum, the whole process involves a lot of correspondence, 
possible compliance through public sharningt but nothing binding. 

I was excited to see the Staff include this provision in the Staff Report, but disappointed that it 
was not tied to any recommendations. As the newly appointed Chair of the City Council 
Committee on Contracts, I intend to collaborate with the five Borough Presidents to use this 
power to improve the contracted delivery of services. 

As pointed out in the report, neither the agency nor the contractor is required to appear. The 
Commission must give the Borough President power to compel both to appear and provide any 
documentation or proofs requested by the Borough President, with an opportunity provided to 
the Borough President to ask questions of the agency and the contractor under oath. In addition, 
the Panel's determinations are currently non-binding, only requiring a response from the agency 
in question. Should a Borough President take such extraordinary measures this process must be 
binding by providing the Borough President with the power to put forth the initial recommended 
action of "terminated for noncompliance, modified~ not renewed, modified at the time of 
renewal, or that the existing terms of the contract should be enforced," followed by a binding 
vote of the panel in favor, against or either with modifications. 

Generally, for all public hearings, the Commission should give the Borough President the power 
to require agency heads to attend, provide testimony, document, and answer questions under 
oath. 
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10. Obtaining Documents and Records: Public Advocate and Borough Presidents 

Borough Presidents must currently use the Freedom oflnformation Law (FOIL) to access public 
records. However, this power should be expanded to include both subpoena power over 
individuals as well as documents, records, or other information relating to matters within the 
Borou£h President"s jurisdiction. The Charter could allow for the Council, Public Advocate, 
Comptroller, or Mayor to seek a judicial order of relief if the subpoena power is abused. Further, 
I agree with this Commission's assertion that Borough Presidents should have the power to 
receive documents and records from agencies relating to matters such as budget and land use 
within their respective borough. 

As I stated in my September 2018 testimony, under recommendation 40, Borough Presidents 
must also have an expanded right of visitation. Under Charter Chapter 25 § 627, only Council 
Members are specifically "authorized to inspect and visit at any time the institutions and 
facilities" of the Department of Corrections. This Commission must specifically empower the 
Comptroller, Public Advocate, Borough Presidents, and Council Members to visit and inspect all 
city owned, operated, leased, concessioned, or franchised properties on 24 hours' notice, with the 
ability to conduct surprise inspections with reasonable cause. 

11. Borough Presidents: Capital Project Recommendations 

The Staff Report explained on page 36 that the Borough Presidents' limited powers include 
making non-binding recommendations for capital projects. I argued in recommendation 41 of my 
testimony that there is a need for expanded powers regarding capital projects. 

The City Charter allots five percent of the capital budget and five percent of the discretionary 
budget to the borough presidents to spend as they see fit. These allotments are assigned to each 
borough president based on each borough's population, geographic size, and the proportion of its 
residents living in poverty. But this power alone is not sufficient to ensure budget decisions by 
the borough presidents' are followed through. Borough presidents should be granted the powers 
to report on all capital assets and projects in their borough, hold hearings on all capital assets and 
projects, and propose amendments to Executive Expense and Capital Budgets subject to a City 
Council vote. 
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LAND USE 

12. Land Use: ULURP Pre-Certification Notice and Comment 

The current ULURP process provides insufficient opportunity for community engagement. I 
highlighted this in recommendation 50 from my September 2018 testimony and it is discussed on 
page 29 of the Council Report. Land use items are only subject to public review once they are a 
"done deal" where input from elected officials and the communities they represent are not only 
unwelcome but not engaged. Rather than working together for the best possible use for land, 
communities are forced into a zero-sum fight in favor or against a project as whole, forcing the 
rare community victor to throw the baby out with the bath water. 

Currently, once a Community Board receives an application that DCP has certified as complete, 
it has 60 days to (I) notify the public of the application in a manner specified by CPC rules; (2) 
hold a public hearing on the application; and (3) submit written recommendations to CPC and 
the affected Borough President. The 2010 Council Report called for an initial community board 
hearing within 30 days of the filing of pre-application documents with the Department of City 
Planning. This 30 day period of pre-certificationwould increase opportunities for public 
engagement and revision of applications while there is greater opportunity for flexibility than 
during the actual ULURP process. 

Currently, Community Boards are called upon to learn about a project, ask questions about the 
project, and vote on the project on the same night. This Commission can fix this broken process. 
Just like the City Council usually hears on an issue han votes after it has time to get questions 
answers and negotiate a better outcome prior to a vote so should Community Boards be 
empowered to hold hearings prior to a vote. 

Additionally, the Commission must go further and require community notice and public hearings 
as soon as a city agency with land use authority begins any negotiations on any matter. For 
example: 

• City Planning - applicants would go before the Community Board during pre-application. 
• Board of Standards and Appeals - applicants would go before the Community Board 

during pre-application. 
• Housing Preservation and Development - applicants selected for affordable housing 

subsidies, tax abatements or city land prior to defining initial terms would go before the 
Community Board and could be called up by the borough president or city council. 

• Landmarks Preservation Commission - the commission should advise the Community 
Board of whether it would initiate a study and how long it would take. 

• Department of Buildings - applicants for demolition of more than one multi-family 
dwelling or new construction of more than l 0 units would be required to appear before 
the community board and could be called up by the borough president or city council. 

14 
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13. Land Use: Planning 

New York City needs a comprehensive plan to help create synergy and coordination between 
existing planning documents, ensure that plans address anticipated future challenges with 
specific indicators for measuring progress over time. I applaud this Commission for highlighting 
and recognizing the various planning documents needed to exhaustively review all relevant 
planning tools and the problem that many of them do not relate to each other. I support adding 
the indicators as recommended. I addressed some of these in my September 2018 testimony with 
recommendations 42 and 43. 

The Charter mandates the funding of EIS for I 97(a) this should be expanded by this Commission 
to include funding for EAS and EIS for any community board, council member or borough 
president initiated zoning text amendment or rezoning. 

Unlike Council Members, the larger personnel budgets of the Borough Presidents allows them to 
hire dedicated land use professionals and weigh in on land use matters. Yet despite having this 
greater expertise at their disposal and being required by the Charter to render decisions on 
ULURPs and other land use items, the Borough President's input on these matters is merely 
advisory. Without binding powers, the office cannot live up to its designs, and the voters are 
being denied real representation at the borough level. Similarly, Community Boards do not have 
binding authority, and are thus denied the ability to truly represent their neighborhoods. 
Community boards, jointly with their borough president and council member(s), should have the 
power to initiate a land use action like a rezoning through ULURP. Once an item like a rezoning 
is proposed, DCP should dedicate urban planners to the project to produce the Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) and other materials and, within six months, respond with all 
pre-application materials. A combined "'no" vote by a Community Board, Borough Board, and 
Borough President should have a binding effect and stop a project from moving forward. No 
projects should be approved against such overwhelming community opposition. 

While some might argue that providing such a veto could stop future progress, it would have the 
opposite effect of forcing applicants for a rezoning to the table to negotiate with the Community 
Board and Borough President in the same way as they currently negotiate with the Council 
Member who has a vote. 

This Commission must provide Borough Presidents and Community Boards with these vital 
powers to take proactive planning steps and have an actual vote at the table to ensure better 
community and citywide planning. 
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ELECTIONS AND REDISTRICTING 

14. Elections and Redistricting: Ranked Choice Voting 

I support the Staff Report recommendations for Ranked Choice Voting (RCV). Maine and 11 
localities in the United States, with five other jurisdictions planning implementation of Ranked 
Choice Voting before 2021. Ranked Choice Voting was formerly used in New York City until 
1936; it is now time to bring this system back. 

Charter should be amended to allow for Ranked Choice Voting. I support Common Cause New 
York's recommendation allowing for voters to choose the top 5 candidates (if available) in order 
to limit ballot exhaustion. I support staff recommendations that Ranked Choice Voting be 
implemented for citywide elections that currently require a 40% threshold or run-off. This will 
prevent costly runoff elections. 

15. Elections and Redistricting: Timing of Redistricting 

Last year, I suggested that this Commission could remove the post-census half term for City 
Council Members by completing the redistricting process in two months prior to June 
petitioning. Recent action by the State Legislature has finally consolidated the primaries for 
Federal, State, and City office into one June election, and moving the petitioning period up to 
February. Considering that redistricting data will not be delivered from the U.S. Census until 
Mnrch J 1, 1 02 I, my original recommendation is no longer feasible. However, given the State 
Legislature's precedence of moving the primary date, this Commission should still include a 
clause that if the municipal election is slated once again to occur in September then the 
redistricting would be mandated for completion in time for petitioning with a full four-year term 
to follow. 

Along with the above provision, I support the Staff recommendation of shifting the redistricting 
process by three months earlier. This adjustment is necessary in response to the State's recent 
change to the Election Law in order to provide potential candidates the same amount of notice 
that they have had in past elections concerning the boundaries of their districts. 

Not to be overlooked, § 22 of the Charter allows the City Council to increase its membership 
from 51 without limit. This Commission should repeal § 22 and remove the city council's ability 
to add or subsequently reduce the number of council members at will. 
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My name is Gloria Mattera. I am currently co-chair of the Green Party of New York, a lifelong 
Brooklyn resident and a former Green Party candidate - twice for lai:1-City Council in 2001 & 2003, 
(both times against Bill deBlasio -placing second in 2003) then Brooklyn Borough President and Lt. 
Gov. 

I want to thank the Commission for including Ranked Choice Voting as a potential charter revision 
and for holding hearings in all 5 boroughs. 

The Green Party supports Ranked Choice Voting for all general elections. RCV along with other 
more substantive electoral reforms have been an anchor in the Green Party platform since our 
formation. We have a strong history of advocating for and campaigning on democratizing elections 
including RCV, proportional representation, full public financing and equal access to the media and 
the debates. 

From the Federal to the local level, every aspect of elections - ballot access, campaign contributions, 
media attention, have favored the two corporate parties - Democrat and Republican. Instituting 
Ranked Choice Voting for only primaries and special elections just perpetuates that advantage. 
Smaller party and independent candidates and those who choose to vote for them deserve equal 
electoral opportunity. 

We know from previous testimony, surveys and probably your own research that Ranked Choice 
Voting,results in more diversity of candidates, more choices for voters, and increased voter turnout. It 
is well liked and working in the cities and states that are using F()/. What possible reason could there 
be for limiting a voting method that adds more diverse candidate voices and offers more voter choices 
in all general elections? 

To end with my own experiences campaigning as a Green Party candidate who was also well known 
as a community organizer and Green Party leader. From potential voters 

11 I like what you and the Green Party stand for but I don't want to waste my vote11 

11 I want to vote for you but what happens if the candidate I dislike the most wins"? 

From some elected officials, Democratic clubs and community leaders: 

"We need you in office - you should run as a Democratio so you can win" 

11 ln this city the primary determines the winner so independent and smaller party candidates do not 
have a chance" 

There is a lot of jingoism about the U.S. being the most democratic nation but there is also a history 
of voter suppression, voter disenfranchisement, voter apathy and vote tampering. 
The right to vote is often equated with democracy but it is not really democratic when voters' choices 
are limited from the start because of a winner take all system that declares a winner without a 
majority of the vote in a low turnout election. 

I strongly urge the Commission to recommend all general elections in New York City be conducted by 
Ranked Choice Voting. 
Gloria Mattera, Brooklyn New York 

gmattera@gmail.com 
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Good evening and thank you for taking my testimony. My name is Richard Barr. I live in Manhattan and 
have, over the years, worked for two City agencies, one State agency, and have also been an advocate 
for tenants, campaign finance reform, public education and other issues. I have always followed City 
and State affairs carefully. What I will mention, in some cases, are issues which could fit into your 
Charter revision proposals. Whichever issues I mention that don't belong there I would appreciate if 
vou would forward on to the appropriate areas of the City Council for consideration in other committee 
processes. 

In the area of \and use, zoning, planning, I think that there is too much power in the hands of the Mayor 
and Mayoral-appointed agencies which don't allow other points of view (the Council, Comptroller, 
Public Advocate, Borough Presidents) to have enough say in the process. In the last 2 Mayoral 
administrations, large-scale neighborhood re-zonings were pushed through without giving the points of 
view of community and other interests much say. The fact that just the local Councilmember 
theoretically has a lot of say on whether these proposals go forward is faulty governance, in my view. 

The Mayor should not be the only one in government to whom the Department of Buildings, the Board 
of Standards and Appeals, the City Planning Commission, the HPD answer for their decisions. We have 
seen recent instances where decisions of these agencies have been opposed by local and borough-wide 
elected officials and their constituents, and yet those oppositions have been ignored by those agencies 
because they only answer to the Mayor. When public hearings of these agencies are held, they are 
often in a tiny room on Reade St. too small for most of the public who show up to even enter. 

I think "as of right'' designations should be eliminated and building projects should always be more 
carefully regulated. I think sale of "air rights" should be eliminated. No one should be allowed to sell the 
air, and certainly not-for-profit entities which don't pay real estate taxes should not be allowed to sell 
off air rights for $50 million dollars, with we the people having to then live with enormously high 
buildings uninhabited by foreigner purchasers laundering their money and not paying real estate taxes. 

I think the Public Advocate, to make the office more impactful, should have a larger budget, not 
determined by the Mayor, and should have subpoena power and have standing to sue. 

I think the Campaign Finance Board should allow primary and general election candidates to participate 
in public 1V debates based solely on col\ecting enough petition signatures, and not require them to raise 
enough money as well. The public should be able to hear other ideas even if the candidate is not likely 
to end up the winner. 

I think that the Department of Education ought to be moved back to at least partial decentralization, 
with the local school districts regaining at least limited self-governance and decision-making ability. And 
the current iteration of the Panel for Educational Policy ought to have voting members appointed by the 
Council, the Public Advocate, the Comptroller, and School Parents, with the Mayor not controlling the 
majority of the voting members. 

I think we need more home rule - over taxation, our rent laws, our public education system, for 
example, and not have so much set by Albany. Thanks again for listening. 
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Stanley Richards: 
Good Evening Chair Benjamin and Charter Revision Commissioners. My name is Stanley 
Richards, and I am the Vice-Chair of the New York City Board of Correction, the independent 
oversight agency for the City's jails. The City Council appointed me to the Board in 2015. I am 
also the Executive Vice President of the Fortune Society, a New York City-based non-profit that 
supports successful reentry from jail and prison and promotes alternatives to incarceration. I also 
serve on the Mayor's Justice Implementation Task Force, advising on the plan to close Rikers 
Island. 

In November 1975, the Board's recommendations to the Charter Revision Commission were 
adopted when the electorate approved revisions that strengthened the Board, providing regulatory 
authority; subpoena power; Board Member appointments by the City Council, Mayor, and 
Judiciary; and our own staff. Today, we support an additional and equally important Charter 
amendment: an independent budget for the Board. 

We are a nine-person board that regulates, monitors, and inspects the correctional facilities of New 
York City. The NYC Charter1 gives the Board broad powers and duties to: (1) establish and ensure 
compliance with minimum standards "for the care, custody, correction, treatment, supervision, and 
discipline" of all people held under the jurisdiction of the Department of Correction {'"DOC")2; (2) 
investigate serious incidents, such as deaths of people in custody; (3) review grievances from 
incarcerated people and staff; (4) evaluate DOC's performance; and (5) make recommendations 

1 Charter § 626 sets forth BOC' s powers and duties. 
2 The Board's Minimum Standards regulating the conditions of confinement and correctional health and mental health 
care in the City's jails are codified in Title 40 of the Rules of the City of New York. See 40 RCNY § 1-01, et seq .. 
(Chapter 1: Correctional Facilities); § 2-01, et seq. (Chapter 2: Mental Health Minimum Standards); § 3-01, et seq. 
(Chapter 3: Health Care Minimum Standards); and§ 5-01, et seq. (Chapter 5: Elimination of Sexual Abuse and Sexual 
Harassment in Correctional Facilities). · 

1 



on areas of key correctional planning. This proposed Charter change would safeguard the Board's 
independence and provide stable resources so that we can effectively meet these broad mandates. 

Since its first members were appointed in 1957, the Board has played a leading role in major 
refonns to the City's jails, such as the creation of specialized mental health units and a suicide 
prevention program and the elimination of solitary confinement for young people. While the 
current Council and Administration have supported the Board's mission, an independent budget is 
necessary to ensure adequate oversight during periods of political change. Given the Board's role 
as the independent monitor of the City's jails, its rules, investigations, and public reports may be 
perceived as unfavorable and controversial, making it a target for political retaliation. For instance, 
in 1994, Mayor Giuliani attempted to eliminate the Board's entire budget. Although the Council 
refused to accept the plan, BOC staff was reduced by 50 percent. Further, during the Bloomberg 
administration, the Board saw harmful budget cuts that threatened to compromise the Board's 
ability to meet its mandate and to maintain independence. 

Therefore, we ask that you propose a charter amendment to provide the Board an independent 
budget that ties ours directly to the budget of the agency we monitor and oversee. This amendment 
would reflect best practice for independent oversight oLiaw enforcement,_preserve our 
independence, protect against retaliation, and ensure proportionate resources in the long tenn. 

From our experience monitoring the jails for decades, we know that regardless of the future 
location of NYC jails, they will still need strong and independent oversight. An independent 
budget would strengthen the Board to effectively serve in this critical role for years to come. 

Robert Cohen: 
Good Evening Chair Benjamin and Charter Revision Commissioners. My name is Bobby Cohen, 
and I am a Member of the Board of Correction. The City Council appointed me to the Board in 
April 2009. I was the Director of the Montefiore Rikers Island Health Services from 1982 to 1986, 
and I have served as a federal court appointed expert and monitor overseeing health care for 
prisoners in five states. 

New York City's Board of Correction is a nationally unique and extremely valuable jail oversight 
entity. We must do all we can to protect and strengthen this resource for all New Yorkers, 
policymakers, people in custody, and jail staff. An independent budget for the Board will insulate 
the City's correctional oversight from changing political winds and secure adequate staff and 
resources.3 

The criminal justice system is in a remarkable moment of change in which stakeholders and 
policymakers recognize the urgent need to decrease the jail population, improve workplace safety, 
and minimize the significant mental, physical, and community harms of incarceration. The success 
of these efforts is contingent upon independent and consistent public monitoring and oversight by 

3 BOC should also be afforded budget protection allowing it to submit its annual budget estimate directly into the 
Mayor's Executive Budgel without revision, similar 10 the Campaign Finance Board. See Charter§ 1052(15)(b)(3) 
(requiring the Campaign Finance Board annually submit to the Mayor its financial needs and requiring the Mayor, 
"include such estimates in the executive budget without revision, but with such recommendations as the mayor may 
deem proper.") 
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the Board. We know from our experience in New York City and this country knows from its history 
of mass incarceration, that jails are generally dangerous places that do not uphold the community's 
standards for the treatment of human beings and disproportionately detain people of color. The 
Board must document and report on conditions inside of jails where the public and reporters are 
generally not welcome - and to engage stakeholders in improving those conditions for people in 
custody and staff. 

When the current Council and Administration are gone, current federal consent decrees have been 
terminated, and this moment of criminal justice reform has passed, the Board's Minimum 
Standards and its independent oversight on behalf of New Yorkers will remain as the frontline 
defense of the vision for safer, fairer, smaller, and more humane jails. 

An independent budget for the Board is identical to the budgetary provisions of at least ten 
oversight agencies throughout the country4 and has been recommended by multiple blue-ribbon 
panels on law enforcement oversight, including the American Bar Association5 and the Chicago 
Police Accountability Task Force.6 

The Charter Revision Commission staff's impressive preliminary report recognizes the need for 
this type of budget protection for "those oversight bodies that find themselves on the short end of 
David-and-Goliath relationships with the entities they are meant to check" and identifies the Board 
of Correction as one of those bodies. We concur that the Board is certainly in that position, and we 
ask the Commission to recommend an independent budget to support strong independent jail 
oversight. 

We also support this type of budget protection for our law enforcement oversight colleagues such 
as the Civilian Complaint Review Board and the Inspector General for the NYPD. 

Martha King: 
Good Evening Chair Benjamin and Charter Revision Commissioners. My name is Martha King, 
and I am the Executive Director of the Board of Correction. 

4 See NYC Charter§ 259(b) (allotting 10% of the Mayor's Office of Management and Budget to the Independent 
Budget Office (IBO)); NYS Edu. Law§ 2590-u(2) (further increasing IBO's budget by 2.5%); Chicago MCC § 2-78 
(designating I% of the Chicago Police Department's budget to the Civilian Office of Police Accountability); Chicago 
MCC § 2-56-010 (designating 0.14% of the total funds appropriated by Chicago's City Council to the Office of 
Inspector General); New Orleans Home Rule Charter § 9-401(3) (allotting 0.75% of the General Fund operating 
budget to both OIG and the Ethics Review Board); Calif. Gov't Code§ 83122 (appropriating an annual increase of 
one million dollars to the Fair Political Practices Commission's fixed budget, adjusted for cost-of-living changes); and 
Phil. Home Rule Charter§ 2-300(4)(e) (securing a minimum budget for the Philadelphia Board of Ethics' first two 
years of operation and authorizing the Board to sue if it fails to receive adequate funding in subsequent years); City 
of Miami, Florida Charter and Code, Sec. I I .. 5·35 (requires that its Civilian Investigative Panel "be operated on 
an annual budget that shall be no less than one percent of the approved regular salaries and wages line item of the 
city's police department general fund budget." 
s Am. Bar Ass'n, Report 011 Key Requirements/or the Effective Monitoring o/Correctio11a/ and Dete11tio11 Facilities 
(2008) (affirming the need for fixed budget allocations to protect the independence of correctional monitoring). 
https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publishing/criminal justice section newsletter/crimiust policy am0 
8104b,authcheckdam.pdf. 
6 Police Accountability Task Force, Recommendations for Refom1: Restoring Tmst between the Chicago Police and 
the Comnmnities 111ey Sen•e (April 2016) https://chicagopatf.org/wp-
content/uploads/2016/04/PA TF Final Report 4 13 16-1.pdf. 
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Four years ago, the Board had 16 staff and a budget of $1.6 million. Since 2015, with increased 
support from the Council and Administration, the Board's budget grew from .1% to .2% of the 
Department of Correction's budget, and our staff more than doubled in a short time. With this 
increase, we have shown that more resources dramatically increase the Board' s impact on jail 
safety and fairness and more humane conditions. 

The Board developed and passed its first new chapter of Minimum Standards in 25 years in 
2015, intended to eliminate sexual abuse of people in custody inside the City's jails. The Board 
also passed nationally unique rules, which prohibit the placement of young people in solitary 
confinement and limit solitary confinement for adults to no more than 30 days. Before these 
rules, New York City had one of the highest rates of segregation in the country, a practice that 
we know to be dangerous and ineffective. The Board's regulations led to an 80% drop in the 
segregated population. 

With adequate and proportional resources, the Board is able to meet more of its mandates. For 
example, we produced double the number of studies in 2018 as the Board produced in 2014 and 
20lS combined. These public reports evaluated DOC operations in areas such as visits, 
lockdowns, health care, injuries, grievances, and investigations. Evaluating operations and 
outcomes in the jails, increasing transparency, and sharing data are crucial to the Board's mission 
and to compliance with Board Standards. We also worked with DOC to develop public reports to 
track performance. In 2018, DOC released 60 reports required by the Board on issues critical to 
New Yorkers such as young adults, segregation, restrictive housing. and programming. The 
Board's requirements also led to the first public audits of jail conditions in New York City. 

The Board increased its investigations into individual restrictions by 200% in the last four years. 
If the Department of Correction limits a person in custody's access to any of eight key programs 
- including visits, law library, and religious services - then that person can appeal the restriction 
directly to the Board. In 2018, we investigated and responded to approximately 400 appeals, 
including the Board's first appeals regarding limitations on the practice of religion. The Board's 
role as an independent and neutral arbiter on appeals is a national model for jurisdictions that are 
trying to improve their jail grievance systems. 

These are just some of the initiatives we have been able to develop in recent years because the 
City increased funding to the Board. However, our capacity and impact are still severely limited 
by the size of our budget relative to the Department of Correction. This year the Department has 
over 12,000 staff members and a budget over $1.4 billion. We are operating at less than a quarter 
of one percent of that budget. We are also limited by 40 years of drastic budget fluctuations and 
a continued lack of stability necessary to plan for the future. The Charter Revision Commission 
and the City's voters can address this and truly empower the Board as the public's eyes and ears 
on Rikers Island and in future borough jails. 

We thank you for your critical work and your consideration of our proposal. 
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LAND USE TESTIMONY OF SAVE CENTRAL PARK NYC, by Ellen Martin 

Charter Revision Commission, Manhattan Borough Hearing, May 9, 2019 

Good evening. My name is Ellen Martin. I'm here to testify on behalf of Save 
Central Park NYC about the land use aspects of the Preliminary Staff Report. 

We have three comments on the preliminary report. All of them are informed by 
our experience over the past 3 years raising concerns about the impact on the 
public caused by the proliferation of supertowers around Central Park. That 
experience first opened our eyes to the fact that, in many different ways, 
community members and their community boards lack adequate input into 
decisions regarding local land use and development. 

1 

Addressing the preliminary report and the ULURP process, the staff has noted 
that actual practice supplements written procedure. Thus, in practice, there is a 
pre-certification process during which City Planning and developers often discuss 
draft ULURP applications privately for a year, or even multiple years. The staff 
notes that the extensiveness of this process has caused some Community Boards 
("CBs") to comment that City Planning and the developer seem to have reached 
agreement on plan content before plans have even been made available to the CB 
board for comment. 

Given pre-certification practice between City Planning and the developer, it is 
essential that the CB, as the representative of the community impacted by a local 
land use decision, be meaningfully involved in the ULURP process before 
certification. The CB should receive full disclosure of the information it needs for 
its analysis and comments and be given adequate time and opportunity to 
present its views. 

Second, the preliminary report notes that even when the ULURP application is 
eventually published, there is often insufficient time for appropriate input by the 
community board. 

We urge the Commission to ensure that the timeline is adjusted so as to provide 
the CB with sufficient time to provide their input, taking into account not only 
summer schedules but also other calendaring issues that (PLEASE TURN OVER) 



the preliminary report has identified, which serve to limit the time practically 
available for CBs to give their input. We ask that CBs be consulted on the 
appropriate timeline. 

Third, the preliminary report recommends that the Charter be amended to 
establish a process for ensuring that the public and other stakeholders have a 
meaningful opportunity to weigh in on what the many different plans and similar 
documents that could be considered part of a "strategic" or "comprehensive" 
plan address and how. 

We strongly support there being greater community input into local land use 
decisions through the CBs but stress (1) that there is no appropriate one-size-fits-
all approach to land use in a City as huge and diverse as ours and (2) that none of 
the 12 existing plans identified in the report provides for CBs to have adequate 
input as to land use planning for their specific district. It is appropriate for the 
City to be setting a strategic vision and be creating certain goals for the CBs. We 
respectfully submit, however, that how the goals are met should be left to the 
communities to decide, through their respective Boards. 

We thank the Commissioners and staff for all the hard work they have put into 
their study of Charter Revisions. 
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I ___ E£i¥.iNs 
RE: RANKED CHOICE VOTING 
Statement Submitted to the NYC Charter Revision Commission 2019 

The undersigned are nine executives with over 350 years of diverse business 
experience. We have come together with the explicitly non-partisan goal of improving 
the way our governments address issues by improving the way our officials are elected. 

Our organization, described at www.ReformElectionsNow.org, was originally formed by 
senior alumni of the Harvard Business School. It is now growing its membership from 
the broader business community nationwide. We believe our viewpoints are shared by 
many other senior executives in the business establishment of New York City. 

We have met with leaders of several election reform organizations and researched the 
literature. We have sought to understand how election methodology can encourage 
candidates to appeal to a wider set of voters' viewpoints and, ultimately, produce more 
cooperative and constructive action in our governments. 

We firmly believe that electing public officials with the broadest public support, including 
effective representation of minorities, is best done with Ranked Choice Voting (RCV). as 
it adds information on voter preferences that is missing in plurality-winner elections. 
We have learned that RCV eliminates "spoilers," raises voter turnout, reduces negative 
campaigning, and discourages candidates from ideological extremes. We understand 
the issues of ballot exhaustion, complexity and the need for clear voter education at the 
polls; but we judge that RCV's consistent positives far outweigh its rare problems. We 
believe that use of RCV in elections will improve the functioning of our governments at 
all levels, discourage partisanship, and spur constructive action by our elected officials. 

We wholeheartedly endorse the adoption of Ranked Choice Voting by New York 
City, with strong voter education and other details as decided by the Council. 

Sol Erdman, President, 
Center for Collaborative Democracy 

~Jr/1(~ 
Herb Kaplan, Former business executive; current 
trustee of Hyde Leadership Charter School ~ll«::;;)____ 
Mich..lOtten, Former IBM executive and 
current trustee of Green Chinv"{\ School 

/\JJ~ c,.,~ 
William C. Rosser, Former Research VP, 
Gartner Group 

'-;ff 01v~ 
Robin Weaver, President, 
Women's National Republican Club 

r Senior VP, Investments 

LLJCYt!edy, Fom,eP, 

Ronald K Randall, rmer VP-Business D/4~ Data Processing 

Pe iris, Former financial executive and 
columnist for the N.Y. Daily News 

May 9, 2019 
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GREEN MAP ~,,,,; ' 

To members of the 2019 NYC Charter Revision Commission 

Green Map 
System 

292 East Third St. #IA 
New York, NY I 0009 USA 

Tel:+12126741631 

Nature and climate change cannot be overlooked in the work of this 
Commission. A resolution for a Lower East Side Community Tree Canopy 
was passed by Manhattan CB3 in February- this includes both the planting 
of street trees and support to extend the existing stewardship program. 
There are tremendous benefits to this work, both in terms of building social 
resiliency and ecosystem services (NYC's Street Tree Map includes the 
annual return from each tree (as seen at tree-map.nycgovparks.org, 
together they provide us with $109 million each year!). GREAT ROI 

Wendy E Brawer 
Director 

web@greenmap.org 

GreenMap.org 
Think Global, Map Local! 

We need more trees throughout the city, particularly native trees that 
provide pollinators, birds and other wildlife. Prioritizing trees will lead to 
more citizen engagement, especially in vulnerable coastal neighborhoods. 
Sincerely, 

h~ 
Wendy Brawer, Director, Green Map System 
PS Find the resolution below at GreenMap.org/blog/green-map-nyc-updates 
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WATERFRONT ALLIANCE 

Public Testimony 
May 9, 2019 

217 Water Street 
Suite JOO 
New York, NY 10038 

Tel: 212.935.9831 
waterfrontalliance.org 

New York City Council, Charter Revision Commission Hearing on Land Use 
Re: Equitable engagement in land use decision-making 

Submitted by Roland Lewis, President and CEO 
Waterfront Alliance 

Thank you for the opportunity to speak with you today. My name is Sarah 
Dougherty, and I am the Program Associate at the Waterfront Alliance. 

The Waterfront Alliance is a non-profit civic organization and coalition of 
more than 1,000 community and recreational groups, educational 
institutions, businesses, and other stakeholders. Our mission is to inspire and 
effect resilient, revitalized and accessible coastlines for all communities. 

As an alliance of organizations ranging from small kayaking organizations like 
the Sebago Canoe Club on Jamaica Bay, to international shipping 
organizations like the Sandy Hook Pilots Association of New York, the 
Waterfront Alliance serves as a convener and platform for the collective 
voices who have a stake in our region's waterfronts. These voices may not 
always agree, but the diversity of perspectives has resulted in a more robust, 
shared harbor for people to live, swim, work, and play. 

Still, our shared harbor is at risk. New York City's waterfront have always 
been dynamic places, shaped by changing industries, communities, and 
habitats. But these challenges are becoming increasingly complex. Climate 
change is increasing the frequency, duration, and intensity of coastal storms. 
At the same time, the City (and region) is growing, and balancing the 
insatiable demand for waterfront housing and amenities with fears and 
apprehensions about gentrification, displacement, and the loss of working 
waterfront jobs and opportunities. These land use complexities require a 
framework which is both versatile and comprehensive, and can be used to 
balance the many, often conflicting, needs and priorities for local 
waterfronts. 

Over the past several months, the Waterfront Alliance has been meeting 
with the 43 waterfront community boards across New York City to learn 
about the waterfront issues that matter most to them. As part of this 
campaign, we have been introducing our Waterfront Edge Design Guidelines 
(WEDGit} program, a framework for balancing waterfront priorities, while 
maximizing resilience, ecology, and access. Community boards in all five 
Boroughs have now taken the "WEDG Pledge" by adopting resolutions which 



promote WEDG principles of resilience, ecology, and access in new 
waterfront projects. Through this WEDG Pledge campaign, we've been 
overwhelmed and inspired by the demand for a local decision-making and 
advocacy tool like WEDG. Twenty six community boards have pledged so far, 
including those from the Brooklyn Borough Board which took the Pledge 
earlier this year. 

This demand is particularly strong in community boards like Manhattan CB 
12 and Brooklyn CB 7, which seek tools like WEDG to provide a common 
language for their priorities amidst rezoning processes. In Sunset Park, we 
heard that the community board was also drawn to WEDG because of its 
standards and best practices for engaging the community, and its promotion 
of water-dependent uses and working waterfronts. We also heard firm 
demands for higher citywide resiliency standards, from Manhattan CB 1, to 
Queens CB 7, to Brooklyn CB 10. Still in other communities, and largely in 
the Bronx, we heard from people who had never been to their waterfronts 

-----------,b,_e_c_a_u-se- o"""f -,th-e--cl,-a-ck of upland access and inability for people to safely get to ______ _ 
the water. 

Of the many things we have learned from community boards, one the 
strongest themes was the need for more equitable and robust community 
engagement in waterfront decision-making. This desire is shared across the 
wealthiest communities to the most underserved. The need for more 
accountability, transparency, and equity in the community engagement 
process is also echoed by a task force of over two hundred community 
activists and civic organizations the Waterfront Alliance is convening to 
promote better waterfront access in New York City. 

Based on the Waterfront Alliance's experience leading the WEDG Pledge 
campaign, and recommendations we have been gathering from our Access 
for All Task Force, we propose the following changes to the City Charter: 

1. Creating a pre-ULURP engagement process to improve transparency 
and accountability. We agree with the many organizations who have 
proposed this change and would add that community engagement 
metrics must be set for responsible parties: the city and/or private 
developers. These metrics should fall into two categories. First, there 
should be requirements for who private applicants and the city engages 
in the pre-ULURP process. A demographic analysis of the existing 
community district should inform the outreach approach. This analysis 
should focus on the impacts of the project on marginalized communities 
beyond EIS requirements, ensuring that race, ethnicity, and income are 
all considered in the design of the outreach strategies. There should also 
be minimum requirements for how many people are engaged, 
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particularly within lower-income and marginalized groups, to ensure 
diverse and equitable participation. 

This analysis should directly inform the next category of requirements, 
which concerns how the city and private applicants engage with the 
community. Minimum requirements should include language accessibility 
for all languages spoken within the community district and providing 
multiple channels of communication and information to meet working 
class families where they are, rather than holding day-time meetings 
while people are at work. 

Lastly, responsible parties should provide a standardized, public report 
with concept designs and an explanation of how the community 
influenced the design of the project to the community board before the 
ULURP application is submitted. This report should be public and shared 
widely for the community to understand how their input was used to 
guide everything from granular design decisions, to affordable rents, to 
larger-scale land use decisions. The public should have an opportunity to 
respond to this report before the application is finalized, so that more 
granular design and programmatic elements are incorporated into the 
design. If the responsible parties fail to incorporate these diverse 
perpsectives, their application should not be approved. 

2. Equipping community boards and responsible parties with additional 
resources for better engagement, and technical decision making. The 
Regional Plan Association has proposed establishing an independent 
body to carry out robust community engagement and transparent data 
gathering for community boards' district needs assessments. This need 
for better transparency and resources applies to community board 
processes beyond its district needs assessment, to committee-level 
decision-making, resolution implementation, and community 
engagement. The Waterfront Alliance proposes that waterfront 
community boards receive at least an annual training through the 
Borough Presidents' Offices to understand WEDG basic principles and use 
WEDG as a framework for making smarter coastal resiliency and design 
decisions for waterfront projects. 

We also propose earmarked funding for community boards to work with 
WEDG professionals to assess and inform new waterfront projects which 
come before the board. The use of WEDG as a neutral, third-party 
framework to balance different priorities and illustrate best practices for 
waterfront design would help elevate community board (and therefore 
community) engagement in waterfront land use decision-making. 

3 



lastly, the Waterfront Alliance reiterates its support of proposed Office of 
the Waterfront (Int 0982-2018) legislation. The Waterfront Management 
Advisory Board is an important entity to inform the Comprehensive 
Waterfront Plan, a process which is currently underway for the next 10-year 
plan. Many recommendations across different sectors will be put forth. The 
implementation of these recommendations, and how they are handled 
among many different agencies, is an important question. There is no one 
coordinating body ensuring that competing considerations are discussed 
under one tent and that can ensure recommendations can move forward 
efficiently. 

We hope that the City Charter Revision Commission will consider how these 
recommendations address the nuances of waterfront land use within the 
larger conversation and can serve to make these processes more equitable 
and just overall. 

4 



J.G. Collins  

As published in Crain's NY Business. (I cannot attend tonight). 
 
Charter revision should give city's watchdog some teeth 
 
Jumaane Williams’ election as public advocate came at an opportune time. He’s up for election 
to a full term in November, and a citywide referendum on charter reform will be on the same 
ballot. Williams should use that time to work with his fellow Democrats in Albany and the City 
Council to pursue a more robust role for his office. 
 
Williams is uniquely positioned to empower his office with authority his predecessors only 
pretended to have. November’s charter referendum can be a defining moment in the reform of 
city government. 
 
First, he should work in Albany to pursue subpoena power and to codify the public advocate’s 
authority to sue the New York City bureaucracy under Article 78, which appeals the decisions of 
city agencies in the courts, and by other means. 
 
While Williams’ predecessor, Letitia James, brought multiple lawsuits against city agencies, and 
announced them with great fanfare to the media, they were almost all later quietly dismissed for 
lack of standing. A law change would empower the office to represent everyday New Yorkers 
who have been aggrieved by nonresponsive, ineffective or corrupt city agencies to truly allow 
the public advocate to “advocate” for his or her constituents. 
 
Second, Williams should encourage the Charter Revision Commission to have both the 
Department of Investigation and the Independent Budget Office report to the public advocate. 
Right now, both offices are now inherently conflicted because of how they are appointed. 
 
We saw this inherent conflict for the Department of Investigation in November when Mayor Bill 
de Blasio fired the department’s chief, Mark Peters. Peters said he was fired because he was 
investigating matters that “could implicate the mayor and/or senior appointees in certain 
agencies.” A true investigator should be independent of the mayor, under the auspices of the 
public advocate, to avoid the conflict of an investigator probing entities his boss controls. 
 
The director of the Independent Budget Office is similarly beholden to those he or she might 
have to critique or challenge. The charter says the IBO exists “to assist the comptroller ... the 
council, the borough presidents, and the community boards... in the discharge of their 
responsibilities.” But the IBO director is appointed by a committee of the comptroller, the public 
advocate, a borough president and a council member. So three of the four governmental entities 
that appoint the IBO chief are from the very government entities the IBO might find cause to 
critique. 
 
Finally, Williams should work with the council to make the public advocate's office a central, 
professional resource for the city’s 62 community boards. A small staff of city planners, 
attorneys and budget analysts, including student interns, could assist the boards in voicing the 



views of communities before the Department of City Planning, the City Council, the state Liquor 
Authority and other agencies the boards advise. 
 
Like his opponents, Williams made unrealistic and even grandiose promises in his campaign. 
There’s no way he will be able to “fix the subways,” “enact single-payer health care” and 
“overhaul our criminal justice system” with the minor authority of the public advocate. At best, 
he can only use the office as a bully pulpit for those causes. 
 
But if he devotes his time to empowering the office, he can achieve the promise he and others 
made to “hold politicians and city agencies accountable” and “expose government corruption.” 
 
And he can swap out the OPA’s “bully pulpit” of advocacy for a bullwhip of accountability. 
 
J.G. Collins is the managing director of The Stuyvesant Square Consultancy, a business 
advisory, economic, and political consulting firm. He has served on a New York City community 
board for more than 20 years.  

 



John Shapiro 
  
By way of introduction:  For 25 years I was a principle of Phillips Preiss Shapiro Associates, 
where my citywide work included the waterfront zoning study and the city’s open space and park 
policy plan (both for Mayor Koch), as well as loads of local work for City agencies and 
community groups in every borough. One of these won the nation’s top planning award in 
connection with a participatory planning methodology, and remains in use, nationally, by the 
Local Initiatives Support Corporation.  Outside of NYC, I was a consultant preparing the master 
plans for (among other places) Newark, Stamford, Washington DC, and Yonkers; in addition to 
policy white papers for the Philadelphia master plan.  I have frequently worked with the 
Regional Plan Association, and have prepared regional plans for Central Connecticut, Southeast 
Connecticut, and the Harlem Valley, Upstate.  More recently, I was the lead facilitator / 
mediator for both the SPURA / Essex Crossing (during Mayor Bloomberg) and the East Midtown 
up-zoning (during Mayor de Blasio).  I was a president of the local chapter of the American 
Planning Association for two years, and for eight years the Chair of Pratt Institute’s Graduate 
Center for Planning and the Environment—where I am now a full-time professor.   
 
 
*** 

With regard to a Comprehensive Plan (and planning), the present Charter proposal retains unbridled Mayoral 
control of planning, and is unacceptable in my view.  The plan is not without merit.  It responds to the fact that 
New York City (NYC) is, by its sheer size and complexity, incapable of planning in exactly the same way as 
the rest of urban America; and the amalgamation of agency and other reports would lead to cross-checking 
plans for inconsistencies. 

However, the loophole would be to resort to ever shorter-and-shorter reports composed of mom-and-apple-pie 
propositions that wash over disagreements in policy or action to maintain maximum independence for the 
agencies and is tolerated because it also affords maximum flexibility for the Mayor. The current proposal does 
not respond to the wish for more participatory and a moderation of top-down, planning-related decision 
making about the future of the city and its neighborhoods.  Further, if the Comprehensive Plan (“Comp 
Plan”) is the singular product of the mayor then in office, it lasts only so long as that mayor serves in 
office.  That’s not long-range planning. 

The simple answer is to have the Mayor (the Department of City Planning (DCP) / Office of Long Range 
Planning) prepare the Comp Plan, subject to the approval of the City Planning Commission (CPC) and 
then the City Council.  This is how it is normally done in the United States: executive preparation followed 
by legislative adoption. The only way for the Mayor to forestall potential City Council grandstanding is to 
arrive at a politically articulate and popular plan, leading to participatory methods at least on the citywide 
level.  Differences between the Mayor’s draft and the City Council could be subject to a reconciliation 
methodology.  Over time, the plans would get better, though they might (sadly again) instead devolve into 
mom-and-apple-pie statements.  

… So, we need to go further. 

I urge making 197a plans official addenda (not advisory) to the Comp Plan, provided they are approved 
ultimately by the City Council, and subject to the veto of the Mayor, in which case there is a 
reconciliation process.  Will this result in parochialism?  Not if the Comp Plan indicates fair share for 
NIMBYs, affordable housing, allocation of parks, etc.  Will the Mayor (or CPC, which the Mayor effectively 
controls) gut the 197a plan?  Not without risk of alienating Council Members, or being embarrassed in the 



reconciliation phase. Will the Mayor still create a fuzzy mom-and-apple-pie Comp Plan?  Not likely, because 
the broader the Comp Plan, the more divergent the 197a plans will be, to the chagrin of the Mayor; the more 
articulated the Comp Plan is, the more likely that Citywide policies and priorities will be realized.  

This “cross-acceptance” method of comp planning would be best achieved in concert with the following: 

(1) Long range capital budget planning is returned to a combined DCP / Office of Long Range Planning.   

(2) Community Board (CB) staffs are enhanced; CB members are appointed by a wider range of officials to 
assure more diversity; and CB members must comply with annual continuing ed standards.   

(3) The Mayor does not make the majority of appointments to the CPC. 

(4) The City Council abandons the custom of member privilege for the central Comp Plan document.   

(5) The environmental review process (CEQR) is revised to ease the adoption of Comp Plan / 197a plans. 
(Revised rules for Generic Environmental Impact Statements (GEISs) can provide the solution, I think.) 

(6) The reconciliation entity is designed to be comprised of people without obligation to the appointers, e.g., 
only people who are mutually agreed upon by multiple appointers. 

(7) The “fair share” rules for the allocation of amenities like parks consider redressing (a) accumulated City 
disinvestment and (b) environmental justice; plus, the fair share rules for development fully considers the risk 
of secondary displacement, with countermeasures. 

The Mayor’s DCP / CPC would function mainly as a regional planning entity with more authority than 
usual; CBs would function as typical municipal planning boards with less authority than usual; the 
shared authority of the Mayor and City Council, with the reconciliation methodology, generally assures 
transparency, accountability, and reasonableness.   

After all: Our population exceeds that of Ireland, and our demographies, densities and uses run the wildest 
gamut imaginable—so central authority is needed for us to be successful at the metropolitan level.  Yet with 
that variety, and because every Community District (CD) has the population and dimensions of a typical U.S. 
city—there is no excuse that there is neither reason nor the human and financial resources at the local level to 
have meaningful local planning. The answer is a mediated balance between long-range metropolitan priorities 
and local needs and preferences.  This can be achieved through cross-acceptance governance for planning, like 
(though of course not necessarily) the one I posit here.   

The intent is to line up the incentives to improve planning with Mayoral leadership, legislative oversight, 
and meaningful bottom-up participation —as well as with more transparency and accountability.  I have 
been in the field for 40+ years, and have heard the same complaints about ornery CBs, the non-responsive 
DCP, the too-generic (yet overly complex) Zoning Resolution, the absence of a Comp Plan or vision, 
etc…  irrespective of who was mayor.  So, the issue is not the politics or the compelling issues of the day (e.g., 
attracting investment in the ‘80s; controlling growth in the 2010s), but how incentives line up whatever the 
politics and issue.  Every Charter Review represents an almost-once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to get things 
right from multiple perspectives—never perfect, but surely better. 

 



May 9, 2019 

THE NEW YORK 
LANDMARKS 
CONSERVANCY 

STATEMENT OF THE NEW YORK LANDMARKS CONSERVANCY BEFORE THE NEW YORK CITY 
CHARTER REVISION COMMISSION 2019 

The Landmarks Conservancy is a 46-year old organization dedicated to preserving, revitalizing, and 
reusing New York's architectural resources. We thank the Charter Revision Commissioners and staff for 
listening to the public through this series of long hearings and their dedication to improving New York. 
These comments are in response to the staff report and recommendations. 

On issues related to the Landmarks Commission, we are surprised to see that the only recommendation 
regards a stipend for Commissioners, which we supported, but which staff finds out of the purview of 
Charter Revision . We testified in support of several other improvements, both at an open hearing and at an 
expert forum, which did not even get in the report. We still believe that there should be a requirement for a 
preservationist on the Landmarks Preservation Commission . To answer concerns raised at previous 
hearings, it's not a given that this would trigger a conflict of interest. 

We believe that it is urgent that the LPC re-establish authority over City-owned landmarks and scenic 
landmarks. Buildings such as the Erasmus Hall Academy, Olmsted House, and Seaview Hospital, which 
have faced severe neglect, would have all benefitted from this oversight. 

On planning, we were glad to read that the Commission acknowledges the public's disillusionment with the 
planning process. The comments in previous hearings did show that there are different definitions of 
comprehensive planning, but they all point to a lack of community participation and predictability for 
residents. 

The staff report makes some recommendations that we support, but they fall short in creating meaningful 
change. The ULURP process will benefit from a formal pre-certification period for Community Boards and 
Borough Presidents to review and comment on zoning applications, and an extension for the Community 
Board review period in ULURP, when it falls in the summer. But planning needs to be about more than 
tweaking ULURP. It needs to address community needs and resources, create predictability in land use, 
and measure impacts. We hope that this Commission will look toward these goals when it sets its final 
ballot questions. 

Thank you for the opportunity to express the Conservancy's views. 

One Whitehall Street, New York NY 10004 
tel 21 2,995.5260 fax 212 .995.5268 nylandmarks.org 



 
Testimony to the 2019 New York City Council Charter Revision Committee 

Submitted by the Supportive Housing Network of New York 
May 9, 2019 

 
The Supportive Housing Network of New York is grateful for the opportunity to submit testimony to this 
Charter Revision Commission on Land Use, and specifically on the Uniform Land Use Review Procedure 
(ULURP) and comprehensive planning. 
 
The Supportive Housing Network of New York is a membership organization representing over 200 
nonprofit developers and operators of supportive housing statewide. Supportive housing is permanent 
affordable housing with embedded social services for vulnerable individuals and families, people who 
are homeless and living with disabilities and/or other barriers to maintaining stable housing. Thousands 
of New Yorkers who live with mental illness, substance use disorders, chronic health conditions, 
traumatic histories and/or system involvement rely on supportive housing. At the same time, thousands 
more languish in shelter or on the street until more units become available. We are extremely grateful 
for NYC 15/15, the City’s commitment to create 15,000 new units of supportive housing over 15 years. 
Moreover, we were thrilled when the City Council requested that the administration accelerate 
implementation of the plan by fast-tracking development from 500 to 700 units per year. Our members 
are now working hard to live up to this accelerated commitment and produce more of this desperately 
needed housing. 
 
Land Use Review Processes 
In order to develop new supportive housing, our developers must start by finding and/or purchasing a 
site. Then, in many cases – because the property is City-owned, needs spot rezoning, or requires a 
special permit – our members must go through lengthy environmental review and ULURP before they 
can start on the financing and construction of a project. These processes add one to two years to the 
timeline to create more homes for the most vulnerable New Yorkers. This delay hinders our collective 
ability to address the homelessness and housing crises and lower the homeless census.  
 
Our members work hard to gain communities’ trust. Including communities in planning is important and 
adds value to the development process; our members enter ULURP willing to engage with and listen to 
neighborhood stakeholders. We understand the desire for a more robust community feedback period, 
but we are cautious of any proposals to lengthen the formal ULURP timeline. A lengthened timeline will 
harm our ability to meet the accelerated supportive housing production target of 700 units per year. A 
significant portion of the supportive housing projects currently in the pipeline will be going through 
ULURP, so these projects would all be greatly affected and progress would slow. The City Council, the 
Mayoral Administration, and general public are all extremely concerned about homelessness; we must 
ensure that we do not jeopardize progress towards ending the homelessness crisis by hampering 
nonprofit developers’ ability to develop new housing.   
 
Both expert testimony and the Commission’s Preliminary Staff Report advised that ULURP be left largely 
unchanged, with the exception of pre-certification review. We caution against adding a formal comment 
period in the pre-certification step. This added time would lead to community frustration, if feedback 
was not fully incorporated, or to confusion when a project returns to the community board for review 
with significant alterations made since the initial pre-certification comment period.  



 
 
The Network asserts that the most helpful adjustment to pre-certification would be a set time limit for 
agency review. Pre-certification review is currently an indeterminate amount of time and our developers 
are left in limbo for months awaiting final Department of City Planning approval to certify. A time limit 
would ensure projects move into ULURP more efficiently. Additional agency capacity may be necessary 
to meet a mandated timeline; nevertheless, we feel that restricting the time for agency review is 
essential. Moreover, we believe there should be an expedited system for 100% affordable housing 
projects that would allow them essentially to move to the “front of the line” or have a separate line 
entirely when undergoing pre-certification. Formalizing the prioritization of affordable housing for pre-
certification review in the charter would send a strong statement and ensure the policy stands the test 
of time. 
 
Community Engagement 
The ULURP stage intended to capture the views of the community is the community board review 
period. Unfortunately, the participants in this stage too often are not truly reflective of the entire 
community. Anyone affected by a project yet absent from the community board hearing is excluded 
from consideration, including people who are homeless, future residents of the project in question, and 
evening workers, among others. We must ensure the voices of historically marginalized groups, 
including people living with disabilities and with experience of homelessness are included in these 
conversations.  
 
The Commission should consider how to incorporate true community engagement into the already 
existent 60-day community review window. The Community Board may not be the best option. Publicly 
hosted meetings by DCP could be a better alternative, or even smaller focus groups convened by DCP 
that strategically target the marginalized populations mentioned previously. Additionally, the City 
should consider testimony both from local residents and groups and from citywide subject matter 
experts during land use hearings. The City Charter Revision Commission itself has used this approach to 
great success.  
 
The Network supports efforts to encourage more tracking, accountability, and community participation 
in land use processes, while ensuring the expeditious production of supportive and affordable housing is 
maintained. We look forward to working with Commission and the City toward that goal. Thank you for 
the opportunity to testify. 
 


